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From the Headmistress

GRIT and
growth mindset
Each year as we begin a new experience, I choose a
theme to focus on with the girls. This year the word is ‘grit’.
Recently there have been studies done on this character
trait, showing that successful and influential people often
have strong motivation in reaching a goal. Research is also
showing that this trait is very important in learning.
Researcher Dr Angela Lee Duckworth, from the University of
Pennsylvania, has been doing some interesting studies in this
field. She is finding that passion and persistence of effort are
more important than innate ability when it comes to reaching a
goal. She says, ‘Grit is conceptualised as a stable trait that does
not require positive feedback. Individuals high in grit are able to
maintain their determination and motivation over long periods
despite experiences of failure and adversity.’ Stamina to ‘stay
the course’ is what makes the difference in achieving success.
Grit requires an understanding of the benefits of delayed
gratification. Elite swimmers know the importance of lap
swimming and training to reach improved swimming success.
This improvement doesn’t show after one session but, after
weeks and months of training, the athlete shows progress
in reducing their times in races. They build up discipline in
going to training regularly despite the early hours and physical
demands. This discipline and understanding of delayed
gratification can be transferred into the learning environment.
One of the underlying mental frameworks for understanding
grit is the work done by Carol Dweck on growth mindset. We
want students at Abbotsleigh to understand that learning is a
progressive exercise and just because you cannot do something
today doesn’t mean you never will be able to do it. If a student
can’t do a maths problem, hopefully she doesn’t say, ‘I’m no
good at maths.’ Rather we would like her to say, ‘I can’t do this
maths problem yet’ and then go to get some assistance.
Remember that we want to speak positively about the effort
being applied in learning. We want to praise girls who have
shown that they are working hard to master a concept or learn
a new skill. We also want to ensure the passion for learning
remains high and curiosity is encouraged. I am looking forward
to a great year ahead where the parents and school can
work together to develop our appreciation of grit and grow
the inner strength of the girls and, indeed, ourselves.
Mrs Judith Poole
Headmistress
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From the Chair of
Council

O

On behalf of the School Council I welcome you to this edition
of Around Abbotsleigh.
As you have heard by now, our Headmistress has recently
announced her retirement, with effect from the end of 2016.
The School Council has been delighted with the work of the
Headmistress over the past 11 years, and we congratulate
her on all that she has achieved. There will be significant
opportunities for the School community to formally thank
and farewell Mrs Poole later in the year – please stay tuned
for details.
Under Mrs Poole’s leadership, Abbotsleigh has consolidated
its position as one of the leading independent girls’ schools
in Australia. Council is committed to this continuing, so I
assure you of Council’s commitment to finding the best
person as the next Head of Abbotsleigh.
Council has considered the necessary skills, experience and
personal attributes of a new Head. We believe the three most
important criteria to be:
● A visionary leader of the School: a strategic, visionary,
innovative, inspiring person able to deliver the School’s
Strategic Plan and manage change in the years ahead;
● A spiritual leader of the School: a mature, practising
Christian, who promotes the gospel in their professional

life, who will further Christian education in the School and
frame the strategic spiritual direction of the School; and,
● An educational leader of the School; a person with a
demonstrated track record in leading excellence in
teaching and learning, yet also fostering continuing
excellence across all other areas of School life, who is
digitally literate and committed to girls’ education and
independent education.
These are the criteria we have specified to our consultants,
Korn Ferry, who we believe are admirably placed to help find
our next Head.
As I noted in my letter advising of Mrs Poole’s retirement:
'This is, of course, a significant time in the history of
Abbotsleigh. We will farewell a wonderful, dedicated and
much appreciated Headmistress, and in due course,
welcome a new Head.'
I seek your prayers through this process, that Almighty God
will guide us and provide us with the best person to lead
Abbotsleigh through its next phase of life.
Kind regards
Rev Ian Millican
Chair of Council

3376
people
reached

FOLLOW US AND LIKE US ON

www.twitter.com/abbotsleigh

www.facebook.com/abbotsleigh
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8-10
Aug

Abbotsleigh

Literary Festival
Bookmark this now!

Get excited! The 2016 Abbotsleigh Literary Festival is on from 8–10 August with more
than 30 authors, illustrators and journalists invited and more than 2,000 visitors
expected. The festival is an excellent opportunity for our girls to foster their love of reading
and be inspired by our wonderful speakers, to talk with and learn from them, and to
participate in workshops that develop their writing or illustrating techniques.
The 2016 speakers are Aaron Blabey Benjamin Johnston Boori Pryor Claire Zorn Darcy-Lee Tindale
Belinda Landsberry Emily Maguire Frances Watts Geoffrey McSkimming Isobelle Carmody Jackie French
Jacqueline Harvey Jessica Shirvington John Larkin Jules Faber Kirsty Eagar Lili Wilkinson Louise Owens
Matthew Lin Mireille Juchau Morris Gleitzman Nicole Alexander Oliver Phommavanh Peter Carnavas
Peter FitzSimmons R. A. Spratt Randa Abdel-Fattah
Serena Geddes Will Kostakis Yvette Poshoglian.
In addition the Stella Prize group will be running a
panel discussion about Australian female authors and
Toon Creations will teach cartooning skills.
Adults won’t miss out either. The opening champagne
reception featuring Peter FitzSimons will be a
highlight. To be held in the Grace Cossington Smith
Gallery, surrounded by the works of Shaun Tan, this
will be a night to mingle with our speakers. A Literary
Lunch will be held in the Senior School Dining Room
on Tuesday 9 August. We are also offering a writing
workshop and a talk from Jacqueline Harvey on
developing a lifelong love of reading in our children.
Keep your eyes on the School website for more
information and to book tickets.
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Elevate
your mind
Creativity is a dynamic process and a key
component for innovative thinkers, says
Royna McNamara, Head of Creative and
Critical Thinking

E

Employers the world over are looking, and will be looking,
for the most creative and innovative people. Unless there
is a dramatic shift in the way we engage with our young
people, Australia is in danger of losing its place among the
world’s most innovative countries. To address this issue,
the Association of Independent Schools of NSW (AISNSW),
in partnership with the UK-based Innovation Unit and the
Australian Institute of Teaching and School Leadership
(AITLS), designed the ELEVATE program.
ELEVATE comes at a time when there is considerable
interest, here and internationally, in reshaping schooling
to optimise the strengths of all learners. The program
is attracting leading educators from across the school
sectors to work together to transform learning for our most
able students.
As Head of Creative and Critical Thinking, I am excited to
be leading the Abbotsleigh ELEVATE team to unleash the
potential in our students.
My focus in 2016 will be on:
● Identifying high potential learners
● Supporting and challenging students to achieve their
highest potential
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“

Unless there is a dramatic
shift in the way we engage with
our young people, Australia
is in danger of losing its place
among the world’s most
innovative countries.

● Looking at the role of teachers, instructors, facilitators,
mentors and coaches in this process
● Providing opportunities for students to follow their passion
and talent
● Highlighting the importance of creative and sophisticated
assessment for learning
Creativity is a dynamic process that often involves making
new connections, crossing disciplines, and using metaphors
and analogies. Being creative is not just about letting your
imagination run free. It also involves refining, testing and
focusing on what you are doing. It’s about original thinking
on the part of the individual, and it’s about judging critically
whether the work in process is taking the right shape and
is worthwhile.
The importance of critical and creative thinking is recognised
nationally across many platforms. The Gonski review into
school funding suggests a need to develop confident and
creative individuals and active and informed citizens.
The 2008 Melbourne Declaration of Educational Goals
of Young People commits to a school system in which all
young Australians become 'successful learners, confident
and creative individuals, and active and informed citizens’.
The Victorian state government is embracing creativity as

it attempts to transform itself into the Education State.
Another important step is the shift in language at the federal
level. In his first speech as Prime Minister, Malcolm Turnbull
heralded creativity as an important part of his government's
innovation agenda.
The transition from Director of Music to Head of Creative and
Critical Thinking has not been a difficult one as creativity is
about fresh thinking and it involves making critical judgments,
and these skills are transferable in any domain.
As we expand our horizons by adopting a future-oriented
research method, I cannot help but be inspired. Horizon
scanning will challenge our assumptions about what is
possible and will raise our levels of ambition for what can
be achieved. I look forward to working with the staff as we
transform current practice and innovate for the future.
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Familiar
faces,
new places
Welcome to Kate Grzanka,
the new Deputy Head of
Junior School

A

A passion for learning and educating took Kate into the
world of financial auditing after she completed a Bachelor
of Commerce at the University of Sydney. After a first career
of four years with Ernst and Young, the desire to teach led
her to further post graduate studies to obtain a Master of
Teaching in Primary. With this background and experience in
Australia, Kate departed to live, work and teach in England.
She joined the staff at Danes Hill School in Surrey, an
independent Christian school, where her teaching acumen
and leadership capacity were quickly recognised and she
was appointed to a coordinator position on the leadership
team. Kate reflects fondly on this time as it was in this context
she gained experience that was instrumental in developing
her teaching practice in an environment where academic
excellence and an all-round education are highly valued.
The proximity to mainland Europe allowed Kate to travel
extensively during each holiday period, enabling her to explore
new cultures and acquire experiences abroad. This was
especially poignant for Kate as her grandparents were from
Poland and immigrated to Australia as refugees after the
Second World War.
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During the recent Year 6 trip to the Australian War Memorial in
Canberra, Kate shared with the girls her moving experiences
of visiting Gallipoli and the Somme.
Kate was appointed to the Abbotsleigh Junior School staff
in 2012 to teach in Upper Primary. Again, her leadership
capacity became quickly evident and she was appointed Year
Coordinator. She completed a Master of Education at the
University of New South Wales with majors in Gifted Education
and Leadership. Her outstanding teaching, impressive
attention to detail, capacity to lead colleagues and imbue a
sense of optimism in each learning experience have resulted
in her being appointed Deputy Head of Junior School this year.
Kate’s sense of adventure and fun extends beyond the
classroom to her interest in running. She has recently
completed her first marathon and continues to train. She
is very much looking forward to working with the entire
Abbotsleigh Junior School community and bringing her own
passion and energy to this integral position.

Susan Filan, new Head of
Environmental Education, looks
forward to six seasons of the year

T

The opportunity to teach outside in the
ACEE is what drew me to Abbotsleigh
and I am honoured to be the new Head
of Environmental Education. In 2015,
Helen Watkins and I visited the Kurung
Karni Aboriginal Garden at Mannering
Park Public School. We were inspired
by the space and began thinking
about where we could make a similar
outdoor resource at Abbotsleigh.
In 2016, I will oversee the beginning
of an Abbotsleigh Aboriginal resource
garden. Helen gifted the school with
a landscape design for a garden
organised around the six Aboriginal
seasons and the resources gathered
during those times. Groups throughout
the Junior and Senior schools will
be involved in planting, creating
furniture and making artwork to
contribute to the garden. This project
will also incorporate an online space
to showcase student work inspired
by and/or displayed in the garden.
The ACEE is also home to wellestablished programs such as the
regular visits by Transition and ELC.
Young learners get the opportunity
to express their creativity and learn
about the natural world in the large
nature playground. Senior School girls
read stories during tutor time or visit
at lunchtime to chat and play with
the younger children. The ACEE Club
grows a wide variety of produce in the
gardens and the Ag Club is expanding
to a year-round program in 2016.
In addition to my work in the ACEE, I
teach Earth and Environmental Science
to two classes of Year 12 students. My
subject-specific knowledge helps me
to facilitate use of the ACEE by Science
groups and I am learning more about
other subjects in order to encourage
wider use of the outdoor resources. The
opportunity to teach students of all ages
is a wonderful bonus of this job and I
look forward to interacting with many
members of the school community.
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A vision for
the future,
while
referencing
the past

Marian Clarke’s book, which was listed as
no.6 in the library at Abbotsleigh
Marian Clarke, 1913

The inscription on the flyleaf
of Marian Clarke’s book

Used daily by the Abbotsleigh community,
the ARC is now ten years old and stands
for all that the School has been and all that
it can be, observes Abbotsleigh’s Archivist
Julie Daly

E

Ever since Abbotsleigh welcomed its first
students in 1885, we have been looking
to the future. Perhaps Marian Clarke
wondered if Abbotsleigh would even have
a future. Who would send their daughters
to a school that taught Latin, Geometry,
even Algebra! The curriculum was ahead
of its time, looking to a future where
women could be doctors, scientists,
mathematicians, athletes and where
they could realise their dreams in a way
Miss Clarke could herself only imagine.
It is not only, of course, about personal
achievements, but about the larger
issue of education in general. The
school Miss Clarke founded was
intended to level the playing field for
girls, give them the same education
their male peers already enjoyed.
One of our first Old Girls, Agnes Bennett
(AOG 1885-1887), whom we have
previously lauded as a champion of
women’s education – the first woman
to graduate with honours in Science
from Sydney University, a doctor
working at Gallipoli, an inspirational
and ground-breaking doctor in the field
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of women’s medicine – would have
made Miss Clarke particularly proud.
'[Agnes Bennett] was a consistent
defender of women's right to higher
education; in 1909 and 1914 she
publicly opposed [the medical fraternity]
who saw higher education as detrimental
to women's maternal functions and
hence to the human race.' (Ann Curthoys;
Bennett, Agnes Elizabeth Lloyd from
the Australian Dictionary of Biography
vol 7 Melbourne University Press.)
Looking ahead to the future was
always a mainstay of Marian
Clarke’s educational philosophy.
'The successes of the School in the
Public Examinations were the least of
her claims, but at the back of these was
the sound and thorough instruction,
of which they were one comparatively
inconsiderable result. And it was not
mere instruction; it was education
in the best sense of the word.' (Sir
Mungo MacCallum, Miss Clarke of
Abbotsleigh – a woman of note, In
Memory of Marian Clarke, 1933.)

Agnes Bennett seated at
the front of this group of
Abbotsleigh senior girls,
1886

Another way Marian Clarke inspired
her girls to follow their dreams was to
provide a library, initially only available
to House girls (boarders). When the
School relocated to Wahroonga in
1898, Marian Clarke’s sister Emily was
in charge of the library, which was in
a small room within School House.
When our second Headmistress,
Margaret Murray, retired in 1924,
she and teacher Edith Warlow Davies
gave nearly 100 books to form the
nucleus of a reference library. This
welcome increase in books put too
great a strain on the small library, so in
1925 the old dining room (now part of
Reception) was converted to a library.
In 1927 there were sufficient books
for the library to be made available
to day girls as well as boarders. As
the number of books increased, the
library outgrew its accommodation,
and a restless existence ensued for
several years as the collection was
spread throughout the School.
In 1937, the library migrated into the
ballroom of the newly purchased Adams

Abbotsleigh Library, c1929
The library in 1966
This shot, taken by famed photographer Harold Cazneaux, shows
Thurles Thomas seated at the reference desk, c1939

The library in 1971

Kathleen McCredie cutting the ribbon on the
Centenary Building Library extensions, July 1983

Library extension in 1984

The entrance to the Betty Archdale Library, 2016
The ARC, 2016

House (which stood approximately
in the position occupied by today’s
flagpole). When Old Girl Thurles Thomas
(AOG 1921-1926) was appointed as
the first full-time librarian in 1939,
the library took on a new lease of life,
and for the first time had a properly
organised cataloguing system.
When Thurles Thomas left to join the war
effort, staffing and financial difficulties
hindered the normal development of the
library until, in 1945, Yvonne Richardson
was appointed Teacher Librarian
and progress resumed. Planning
for a purpose-built library began.
The new Library Wing opened in 1960,
housing a pleasant, spacious, well-lit
library that seated 60 girls. The Library
Wing was ‘a beautiful modern one which
extends over the whole of the top floor,
an addition which will prove a boon to
hard-working girls who have previously
found the old library too cramped
and too noisy’. (The Weaver, 1960)
Betty Archdale, Abbotsleigh’s sixth
Headmistress (1958-1970) was a

formidable intellect and forward-thinker,
and so it was perfectly fitting that the
next-generation library was named the
Betty Archdale Library. Opened in 1971,
this new library seated 105 girls and
was luxuriously carpeted and furnished.
The School's Centenary in 1985
celebrated the culmination of Marian
Clarke’s vision. One hundred years
of educating and empowering young
women, a wondrous achievement for
a School that was founded in such
capricious times and with such a vision.
Indeed now, who wouldn’t send their
daughters to a school that teaches
Latin, Geometry and Algebra?
The construction of the ‘Centenary
Building’ in 1983 allowed for the
library to again grow. This time, seating
space and shelving were increased,
a pleasant casual area containing
the fiction collection overlooking
the courtyard garden was created,
and our studious Year 12 students
were gifted their own study area.

Which brings us to 2006, and the
finalising of a vision for the research
hub of the School: the opening of
a stand-alone library, which also
contains the Thurles Thomas Archives,
AbbSearch and the office of the
Director of Research and Innovative
Learning, along with the Visual Arts
Centre, in the building we know as the
Abbotsleigh Research Centre (ARC).
This year is a celebration of this
belief in Abbotsleigh’s vision for the
future. Used daily by the Abbotsleigh
community, the ARC is now ten years
old and stands for all that Abbotsleigh
has been (with the archives), all that
Abbotsleigh is (with the library and visual
arts) and all that Abbotsleigh can be
(with our innovative learning). It is a true
celebration of all things Abbotsleigh,
and so much more than Marian Clarke
could have possibly imagined.
Julie Daly
School Archivist

What if…?
The spirit of enquiry is alive
and well throughout the
School, says Director of
Learning Innovation
Donna Moffat, who sees a
new generation of inventors
whose work crosses multiple
curriculum domains

W

Across the School, a new generation
of inventors is emerging. Students in
Early Learning, Year 1 and Year 7 have
been busily designing and creating a
range of objects and games including
bird feeders, wearable art, musical
instruments and compositions, robots,
toys and games. These projects form
part of our work in STEAM, an area that
highlights the connections between
Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics. STEAM focuses on
action-based enquiry and learning,
and allows communication of ideas
and solutions through the Arts.
Our youngest students in Early Learning
have been provoked by specific problems
such as, ‘How can I move my dolly
across the water in this container?’
and more general questions like, ‘How
do we join objects?’ Their thinking has
ranged from ‘let’s find out’ to ‘what if’.
In Year 1, the emphasis for the first
half of this term has been on the girls
investigating a range of technology
that might assist them in developing
a passion project. Working with their
class teachers, the Junior School Science
and Mathematics specialists, the IT
integrators, Design and Technology
teachers and parent volunteers, the girls
rotated between coding activities and
investigations using Little Bits technology,
composing music on pieces of fruit
with Makey Makey and creating circuits
with LEDs. Their next task is to use
their newly acquired skills in a creation
that incorporates light and/or sound.
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A new initiative in Senior School
Mathematics and Science sees the
Year 7 teachers and girls working across
disciplines to design an interactive
animation using the programming
language Scratch. Their goal is to
use Scratch to educate others about
measuring equipment used in everyday
life and the conversion of units in all
aspects of measurement. Their animation
can be in the form of a quiz or a game
or it can be an instructional animation.
Next term, Year 7 will begin a new project
related to an excursion to the zoo.
In Geography, Year 7 girls are also
creating topographical maps in what
will become a future ‘makerspace’. Our
Design and Technology and Geography
educators have been working closely
implementing this program. In Year 9, the
Languages department and students are
using the ‘makerspace’ to explore the
German cultural practices that surround
Easter. They are creating painted, handblown eggs using traditional techniques.

Again in Year 9, the girls in Personal
Development, Health and Physical
Education lessons have been using
technology such as Weebly websites
and QR codes to communicate to wider
audiences the science of exercise.
Their work highlights correct technique
and use of equipment in a gymnasium
setting. Examples such as these are
widespread across both campuses
as teachers and students embed
elements of STEAM into learning.
Whether it has been in Early Learning,
the Junior School or the Senior School,
our STEAM projects have engaged
everyone in finding solutions to questions
that cross multiple curriculum domains.
There has been a lot of collaboration
from teachers in designing the tasks and
from students engaging in the enquiry
process. There has been testing and
retesting of theories, creativity and
diverse thinking. And there has been fun!

Taking the sting out of learning
Together with members of the 2016 Environment Club, Junior School teachers Sally Eriksen
and Brittany Black are learning about stingless bees and raising eco-consciousness

It has been a great start to the year
with the introduction of our new native
stingless bees. The girls enjoy watching
the bees as they zip around collecting
pollen and returning to their hive. We have
learnt how bees are also important for the
pollination of plants at Abbotsleigh.
The beehive will be part of a new Bush
Tucker Garden that will be created later
this year near the Junior School swimming
pool. We received a small grant from
Ku-ring-gai Council to fund this project.

We have been feeding our worms and
watching them multiply! The worm juice
is a great fertiliser for the garden.

The Environment Club prides itself
on growing veggies and herbs in the
Junior School Kitchen Garden. We enjoy
rhubarb, cauliflower, tomatoes, lettuces,
rocket, celery, guavas, strawberries,
asparagus, spinach, limes, oranges and
bountiful herbs.

Each term the Environment Club holds
a Harvest Celebration, where we
harvest our own food from the garden,
preparing a meal and eating our own
fresh produce. This term, we baked
delicious hot chips with our very own
potatoes. They were delicious!

This year the Junior School will participate
in ‘EnvironMentors’ workshops. Last
year, we participated in an informative,
fun incursion that taught the girls what
happens to recycled products after they
are put into a bin.

Nude Food Mondays involves bringing
food to school without any plastic
wrap, bags or disposable containers.
We encourage the girls to bring lunch
in re-useable containers instead. This
exciting initiative encourages healthy,
waste-free lunches. We are reducing
litter in the playground and developing
awareness of the waste we generate.

We will be planting natives in a nature
reserve in Wahroonga for National
Tree Day 2016. We will explore the
beautiful bush including viewing a
Satin Bowerbird’s nest decorated with
blue trinkets.

In Environment Club we love learning
about organic gardening and
sustainability, as well as expanding
our eco-consciousness. This is what
the Junior School Environment Club is
all about!
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Travelling in Cambodia:
five observations
Last year, in the company of other Year 9 and 10 students, Mia Armsworth travelled to Cambodia
and learnt a lot about the country, its people and the nature of happiness

O

On 17 September 2015, a group of Year 9 and 10 students,
alongside Mr Gaulke, Miss Docker and a World Challenge
guide, embarked on a service project to Cambodia. It was
a trip of a lifetime and one we will not forget. There was so
much to see and do but I have summarised it as Travelling in
Cambodia: five observations.
1. Travelling is 90% preparation and 10% understanding
that not all toilets are created equal
For most of us, Cambodia was the first developing country
we had visited. Whilst we were excited about the adventure
ahead, we were nervous about how we would respond to a
country so culturally different from our own. We should not
have been concerned. World Challenge ensures you are
knowledgeable about the country and prepared for the journey
ahead. We had many group talks with experienced World
Challenge leaders about planning, organisation, budgeting
and staying calm when things do not go to plan – particularly
when it came to a variety of different toilets with even more
different plumbing systems.
2. Tourist life, featuring traffic, bartering and history
‘Watch out’, became the catchcry as we negotiated the roads.
In true, Abbotsleigh style we all banded together to cross
roads. We rode tuktuks, toured the Angkor Wat temples,
bartered at the many markets and ate like locals. We walked
the Killing Fields and the S21 Detention Centre. We were lucky
enough to hear a talk from one of the seven survivors of the
S21 killing camp. We visited the Royal Palace and different
villages. The local people were very welcoming and were
always seen with a smile on their faces.
3. The Seametry Children’s Village, a combination of hard
work, joy and grace
The Seametry Children’s Village is a non-government
organisation where we worked for the service aspect of our
trip. We laid down the foundations for a building and for
landscaping a pool. This was difficult, physical and muddy
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work. Days were long and hot, so we kept our spirits high by
singing. In addition, we took turns teaching the Cambodian
children. The children were gorgeous and were always
laughing and smiling. They were so full of life and seemed
happy with the day and their circumstances. We were
privileged to be called ‘teacher’ as we sang, read and ate
together. The children and the Cambodian workers reinforced
to us that happiness does not come from possessions but
rather is a sense of joy, place and harmony in a community.
It made us appreciate that Australian life, with its economic
advantages, should be coupled with daily gratitude and an
inner sense of peace, contentment and happiness.
4. Outdoor ed. does not compare to trekking in the
Cambodian jungle
The wet, humid conditions made the terrain slippery and,
with no clear path, every step needed to be navigated with
care and precision. The weather attracted a variety of creepy
crawlies and no amount of insect repellent seemed to deter
the leeches, spiders and other insects. I even encountered a
fist-sized tarantula crawling on my chest, which then travelled
to my neck before it was quickly removed. We did have our
revenge by eating barbecued tarantula legs back in town!
5. Travelling is better than reading books, Facebook
and Instagram
We all learnt so much more about Cambodia than we could
have possibly imagined. We loved talking to the Cambodians,
enjoyed working alongside them and getting to know them
and their country on a personal level. We would encourage
everyone to embark on a similar journey if they are given
the opportunity.

Shaping our
Empire
It’s never too early to start designing your own city,
says Year 2 Classroom Teacher Ronelle Moore

D

During Term 3 ICT and HSIE lessons, the girls learn about
transport systems across land, air and water.
Transport was the theme so we decided to make our own
transport using the 3D printer. The girls also made their own
city to learn and demonstrate how the different transport
systems interconnected.
We used Onenotes and went online to research and find
pictures for the transport we wanted to make. Basic shapes –
cylinders, squares, circles and so on – were identified to use
for different transport systems. Next, using the 3D software
printing program Makers Empire, the girls chose the shapes
necessary and combined them to make their transport.

“

The girls enjoyed the whole learning
experience: from choosing the initial shapes
to controlling the Makers Empire program.
Whilst the transport was being printed, the girls designed and
created their city, using plasticine for the buildings, housing and
trees, cardboard for the roads, cellophane for the water and
metallic paper for train tracks.
The girls enjoyed the whole learning experience: from choosing
the initial shapes to controlling the Makers Empire program.
It was fascinating to watch the 3D printing movement. They
not only learnt how to design and use the program but
also how a city comes to life and the importance of various
transport systems.
In September, eight girls – Tasha Wong, Sophia Bradford, Evelyn
Liu, Sophie Choi, Kiera Finnerty, Laura Bogdanovic, Emily Yan
and Anne Whitehead – were selected for an excursion to Old
Government House in Parramatta to talk and demonstrate
Makers Empire to ICT teachers and principals from other
schools. They were delighted to show them how to make a key
ring with the program, for example. Other shapes demonstrated
were a computer, rocket and caterpillar.
It was a great experience for all involved.
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The Grace
Cossington Smith
Gallery
What we do. Who we are. Where to now?
Mary Faith, Director of the Gallery, on how art shapes, and is shaping,
learning across our curriculum and in the community
What
The Grace Cossington Smith Gallery was established in
the old Vindin boarding house in late 2013. The intention
was to provide a co-curricular exhibition program that
would act as an on-site educational resource for subjects
in the School. The decision to open the gallery to the public
provided the opportunity for engagement with a wider
community and created an environment where parents
and Old Girls can freely visit. The gallery is modelled on the
idea of small regional and university galleries. It provides
an environmentally stable and secure exhibition space
and while classes, groups and functions are welcome
the safe care of the artworks is always paramount.
The gallery opened with an assembly attended by the then
Premier Barry O'Farrell, our Federal member, members of
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Ku-ring-gai Council and the late Dr Nic Jools. The public
opening the next day, Saturday 12 October, saw more than
300 keen Abbotsleigh art lovers attend and show their
support for Abbotsleigh’s first free public facility. The first
exhibition, Mentors Inspirational Women was opened by Dr
Gene Sherman, Chairman and Executive Director of Sherman
Contemporary Art Foundation, a Sherman family philanthropic
enterprise dedicated to the public exhibition of significant
contemporary art. Dr Sherman was unexpectedly impressed by
the high quality of the gallery and said, ‘I thought the exhibition
was thoughtfully curated, sensitively hung and conceptually
appropriate for the School and for the launching-pad occasion.
Each artist made a significant individual contribution and
together a dynamic and telling larger story was created.’

Margaret Tuckson, photo Richard Glover

reSATURATEryb exhibition view

Public talk, Djon Mundine and Adrian Newstead

Stephen Mushin and Junior School students

The 20 exhibitions held since have
represented a diversity of interests and
the development of many professional
relationships with tertiary institutions
and public and private galleries. Several
exhibitions have been part of nationally
touring exhibition programs but generally
we are thankful for the generosity of
artists and collectors in our community
who kindly loan works freely for exhibition.
Some highlights from our broad
community of exhibition engagement:
Black Art White Walls, 2014, was a
nationally travelling exhibition of the
Anne and Adrian Newstead collection
of Indigenous Art curated by Djon
Mundine. A huge number of works
was shown, representing the many
regional styles of Indigenous art.
In Living with Art, 2014, the late Old Girl
Margaret Tuckson generously allowed us
to curate an exhibition that explored her
talent as an artist along with remarkable
works by her husband Tony and many of
the works they collected. It was rewarding
to spend time with Margaret discussing
art and hearing her wonderful memories.
reSATURATEryb, 2014, was a group
exhibition, curated by Nicholas Tsoutas
from University of Sydney College of Arts,
which revealed a spatial installation of
primary colours. Visitors were entranced
by the transformation of the gallery with
painted walls, gelled windows and lights that
affected the visual impact of the artworks.
Now If What Then, 2015, was combined
with an artist-in-residence program.
Environmental designer Stephen Mushin
showcased current and emerging
technologies and modelled contemporary
approaches for embracing environmental
challenges. His science and mathematical
thinking allowed many students to
connect with his artworks and ideas.
The exhibition Within and Beyond, 2015,
introduced us to the great number of
talented artists living in our local Hornsby
and Ku-ring-gai region and attracted great
local visitation. Interconnections, 2015,
celebrated Abbotsleigh’s 130th birthday
with an exhibition of selected works from the
collection of Old Girl Mary Turner, on loan
from the Orange Regional Gallery. Linking
to these Orange artworks were works of

teachers and other alumni artists involved
with Mary Turner’s Macquarie Galleries.
In total, 11 Grace Cossington Smith
artworks were exhibited. We are delighted
that Cossington Smith’s family generously
allowed her name to be used for the
gallery and are active supporters.
The Abbotsleigh Art Month, 2015,
included the highly popular annual Year
12 Showcase of artworks by Visual Arts,
History Extension essays and Extension 2
English creative responses. This year the
gallery also exhibited selected works from
Kindergarten to Year 6 and works by all
students of Visual Arts from Years 7 to 10.

Within and Beyond exhibition

The Grace Cossington Smith Art Award,
held in 2014 and 2015, attracted
more than 300 artists from around
the country. In 2015 the Abbotsleigh
Parents’ Association, the Old Girls
Union and Fuji Xerox helped fund the
prize but a generous donor is sought
to allow this great competition and
exhibition to remain on the calendar
to support artists and help build a
contemporary collection for Abbotsleigh.
The Gallery has conducted public
workshops in the upstairs classroom
space and also provided a venue
for events held by staff, parents,
Old Girls and many others.
Who
The Director of the Gallery is Mary
Faith, former Abbotsleigh Visual Arts
teacher and Head of the Visual Arts
Department until 2013. In 2010
Mary completed a Master of Museum
Studies at Sydney University. She brings
to the gallery broad understanding
of Abbotsleigh, depth of knowledge

Grace Cossington Smith’s niece Anne Mills and nephew
Robert Smith
Abbotsleigh Art Month, 2015

Geoffrey Legge from Watters Gallery announcing
the 2015 winner, Jake Blaschka
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about art, experience in classroom teaching and
training in professional gallery management.
The Gallery Coordinator is Lisa Jones, practising artist and
National Arts School sessional drawing lecturer. Lisa has two
Masters degrees in Visual Arts, worked at the Barbican and
Whitechapel galleries in London and for seven years was a
Director at Peleton Artists’ Run Initiative in Chippendale. Lisa’s
experience in art handling and exhibition installation, as well as
her network and knowledge of contemporary artists and arts
practice, has been invaluable in the development of the gallery.
The Gallery Advisory committee assists in policy,
collection and program development:
● Janet Laurence, artist, was a Trustee of the Art
Gallery of NSW and, most recently, the Australian
representative for the COP21/FIAC, Artists 4 Paris
Climate 2015 Exhibition, exhibiting a major work – Deep
Breathing: Resuscitation for the Reef – at the Muséum
National D’Historie Naturelle, in Paris, France.
● Annette Mauer, Exhibition Consultant and Education Adviser.
● Maisy Stapleton was formerly the Deputy Director of National
Trust NSW, the inaugural CEO of Museums and Galleries
NSW and she also led Regional Arts NSW. She is now a
consultant and arts broadcaster on community radio.
● Yvette Vignando, Abbotsleigh's Director of Development.
Volunteers have been instrumental in providing relief at
the front desk and gallery minding to allow the Director and
Gallery Coordinator to interact with the School and artists.

Where to now?
The experiences from each exhibition and event have led to
a clearer focus on how the gallery can provide an effective
resource for students and teachers. The Gonski review into
school funding suggests a need to develop confident and
creative individuals and active and informed citizens. The
gallery exhibitions invite students to think creatively and make
critical judgments. The gallery is not simply about the arts,
it aims to elevate the thinking of all of our students. Visiting
STEAM classes have been led by teachers who themselves
model innovative approaches to teaching and identify
how the exhibitions can relate in their subject context.
The 2016 exhibitions have been designed to work
with the School curriculum. A Federal Anzac Centenary
grant has facilitated the April exhibition Creativity in
Wartime. This specifically targets History students and
is of particular relevance to Year 9 and Extension girls.
In June the exhibition Incandescence is a response to
work being undertaken in Design and Technology while
July’s Shaun Tan: The Art of Story to Film will engage with
the whole school through the 2016 Literary Festival.
There are several key aspects to future programming:
engagement of our learners; the imaginative inclusion of
up and coming artists, concepts and technologies, which are
representative of trends in contemporary art; the inclusion of
our local community; and the representation of our
Old Girl artists.
We look forward to a long engagement with our inspiring
community of learners. The Gallery has great potential
as a space that provokes questions and provides a
place for an informal and open frame of discussion.

Supporting the arts
Abbotsleigh has established the Grace Cossington Smith Gallery Fund. Visitors wishing to support this public gallery can now
make tax deductible donations and tax deductible gifts of works of art to the Gallery. Enquiries about supporting the Grace
Cossington Smith Gallery should be directed to Mary Faith on gcsgallery@abbotsleigh.nsw.edu.au or 02 9473 7878.

Upcoming exhibitions
Creativity in Wartime
23 April to 26 May

Certain Journeys: In Search Of Connections With Place
20 September to 8 October

An Anzac Centenary Exhibition commemorating
imagination and invention during the First World War

Artist Gary Shinfield survey exhibition

Incandescence
1 June to 9 July
Artists responding to the materiality of light
Shaun Tan: The Art of Story
14 July to 18 August
Discovering The Lost Thing – book to film
Abbotsleigh Art Month
23 to 27 August, 31 August to 17 September
Year 12 student showcase Abbotsleigh alumni artists
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Drawn Together, Painted Apart
11 to 29 October
Plein air artworks from the Hawkesbury Drawing Group
Grace Cossington Smith art award
5 November to 10 December
Winner and finalists of the third award

The Daisy Club

T

The Daisy Club is part of the Abbotsleigh Boarder Parents’ Association
and was started in 2007 by a group of boarder parents who were keen
to find a way for boarding families to contribute to Abbotsleigh, its girls
and future generations. Since 2007, with the generous support of past
and present Abbotsleigh families, the Daisy Club has provided funds for
many projects. Some of these include honour boards, a trampoline for
the Lynton House gardens, and a score board for the new Sports Hall.
The Daisy Club is entering an exciting new phase and there are many
ways parents and friends of the School can become involved. Currently,
and in the past, cattle have been purchased by the Daisy Club and run
on boarders’ farms with all proceeds of these cattle forwarded to the
Daisy Club. Additional proceeds from grain and sheep sales have also
been donated.
Recently we have established a fundraising project called Daisy Double
Up. This allows day girl and non-farming boarder families to share
ownership of a calf. A family can donate money directly to the Daisy Club
to cover half the initial cost of a calf and then an agreed boarding family
will manage and grow the calf until it can be sold as a weaner, with the
proceeds returned to the Daisy Club. What a great way for city and rural
families to interact!

Grow Your Herd magnets
If you have ever yearned to own a cow, this is your opportunity. The Daisy
Club has introduced a new range of bull, cow and calf magnets. Please
grow your Abbotsleigh herd on the door of your kitchen fridge. We plan to
have these available for purchase next month.
We thank all parents in advance for supporting this important School
fundraising project and especially the Abbotsleigh Parents’ Association
for helping grow the Daisy Club herd by purchasing a new bull
called Ravi.
For further information please do not hesitate to contact John and
Selena Sylvester at jsylvester@activ8.net.au or 0427 468 125.

Abbotsleigh
Boarder
Parents'
Association
The Abbotsleigh Boarder Parents’
Association represents an important
link between boarders, their parents
and the School. Year coordinators are
appointed each year to help organise
events as well as provide a valuable
information link for our community.
The ABPA holds meetings once a term,
on Fridays at 2 pm in Wheeldon House.
In 2016, the dates are 27 May, 26
August and 4 November. All School
families are very welcome.
ABPA committee;
Rachael Laurie (President)
Sue Sylvester (Treasurer)
Mary Weal (Secretary)
Karen Clift (Vice-President)
Selena and John Sylvester (Daisy Club)
Ronda Miller and Rob Sutton (APA reps)
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More room for more
outdoor fun
Girls can hardly wait for the opening of Bundarra Court,
writes Sally Ruston, Head of Junior School

T

The imminent opening of the new multisports court is eagerly anticipated.
A disused and dilapidated residence has been transformed to house the
new Bundarra Court, where basketball, netball, volleyball and hot shot
tennis will be soon be played on its versatile Plexicushion surface.

“

Keeping our girls active,
healthy and engaged is key
to physical, social and
emotional wellbeing.
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With IPSHA sport now including basketball, our popular netball program
and growing numbers in Infants for beginner tennis, this new facility will
be used extensively throughout the year for cocurricular activities. In
particular, our Year 3 friendly sports program on Saturdays will benefit
from the Bundarra Court. It will also be welcomed for class-based PDHPE
lessons, where ball skills, fitness sessions and modified games including
handball, netball, basketball and tennis will take place.
Keeping our girls active, healthy and engaged is key to physical, social
and emotional wellbeing. Inviting new spaces such as this attractive court
precinct in the beautiful setting of Bundarra Lawn is a motivating and
compelling excuse to put aside sedentary activities and to join friends
and peers in outdoor pursuits. We are indeed fortunate to have had the
generosity of the Abbotsleigh Parents’ Association and the Year 6 girls of
2015 whose significant donations have made this project a reality.

It’s full STEAM
ahead
Ideas are flourishing in the new Science and Maths
Club say Science Specialist Emma Wilson and
Mathematics Specialist Sally Southan

Anoushka Pearson planning her investigation
into whether the application of vitamins helps
plants germinate more quickly.

W

What an exciting start to 2016! The brand-new Science
and Maths Club is driving full STEAM ahead and our
girls are delighted. Interested students in Years 3 to
6 applied for a place in the club and were selected on
the merits and achievability of their Science and Maths
investigation ideas. We had an overwhelming response
and have a full quota of students participating in
Semester 1.
The club meets every week to work on the individual
projects, mentored by our Science and Maths
Specialists. This multidisciplinary approach provides
girls with the opportunity to engage in enquiry-based
research. They develop their Science and Maths skills
whilst designing solutions to issues that affect the
local community and beyond. Collaboration, problemsolving and time-management are some of the skills
the girls gain as they embark on their journeys of
discovery. In the role of scientist or mathematician,
and in many cases both, they will learn to formulate
questions, conduct background research, make
conjectures, test conjectures, explain their results and
draw conclusions.

“

Collaboration, problem-solving and
time-management are some of the
skills the girls gain as they embark on
their journeys of discovery.

Trinity Teh and Monique Tran working
with Science Specialist Emma Wilson.

As part of our ongoing commitment to increased
participation in external Maths and Science
investigation competitions we will be guiding the
girls through the process of making a plan, keeping a
journal, recording results and seeing a project through
to completion. They will undoubtedly have setbacks
along the way, when things do not go as predicted,
which will force them to refine their approach and be
persistent. One of the most thrilling aspects so far has
been observing the girls as they share their ideas with
each other and take on board suggestions from peers
both younger and older than themselves.
The Semester 1 members have blown us away with
their original ideas for investigations and designs
that have an application far beyond classroom
learning. Some of the areas being investigated include
the impact of diet on different species of spiders;
decomposition of leaves in worm farms; alternative
power sources; biodegradability of flushable wipes;
the WiFi signal at Abbotsleigh; how children learn to
spell; and the efficacy of different erasers. Design
tasks include a playground, a zoo and a house
extension. We look forward to seeing the results and
final designs and having the girls share them with the
Abbotsleigh community.
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Year 3 visits
Taronga Zoo
Year 3’s visit to Taronga Zoo was a
great success, both educationally and
socially, says Junior School Coordinator
Sarah Tucker

W

What’s the difference between an endothermic
and ectothermic animal? What are the four Bs
that help you distinguish between amphibians,
reptiles, fish, birds and mammals? Ask the
Year 3 girls who visited Taronga Zoo, a recently
introduced excursion, and they’ll be thrilled to
give you the answers. An education workshop
on animal classification, specially modified to
tie in with Term 1’s Science Unit, formed part
of the day’s timetable and was enjoyed just as
much as the ‘Zoo Scavenger Hunt’, riding the
Sky Safari and, of course, seeing the animals.
Among the highlights were seeing the baby
meerkats (born only five weeks earlier), seeing
platypus and koala, visiting the wetland aviary
and the African safari.
All the girls left the zoo with a greater
understanding of scientific classifications and
groupings, and with some terrific memories.
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Robotics in the
Senior School
Competitions are fuelling interest and enthusiasm
for Abbotsleigh's ARTEMIS girls, says Science
Teacher Susan Filan

Year 5 laptop rollout

A

ARTEMIS (Abbotsleigh Robotics Team: Engineering,
Mathematics, Inspiration, Science) gives students the
chance to experience STEAM through challenges and
enjoyable competition.
Senior College girls compete in the FIRST Robotics
Competition. The girls learn about mechanics,
electronics, tool use, programming and design while
creating large (up to 55kg) robots. The team began the
2016 robotics season on 10 January and competed in
the Australian Regional in March as a rookie team and
won the title of Rookie All Stars! As a result, our team
is now on its way to St Louis in the United States to
compete in the 2016 FIRST Championship at the end of
April. They will also compete in the Duel Down Under at
Barker College in June.
Middle School girls use LEGO EV3 robots for the
RoboCup Junior Dance and FIRST LEGO League (FLL)
competitions. FLL involves finding a real solution to
a problem, as well as programming a LEGO robot to
perform a series of tasks.

Week 3 saw the rollout of laptops for all Year 5 girls. The girls
were excited but contained their enthusiasm as they listened
to Mr Knott, who gave a thorough introduction to their new
work tool. All class teachers discussed when, where and how
the laptops would be used in class, and all specialist areas.
Since the rollout, classes have used the laptops for research,
consolidation, visualising, development of Microsoft Word and
PowerPoint skills, email, mapping and even a mystery Skype.
The individual laptops have allowed students easier access to
the internet, which has meant greater ease in consolidating
and extending learning.
When asked what the girls think of their new laptops, they’ve
responded with ‘it’s awesome’, ‘having my own laptop makes it
quicker and easier to find out information because the laptop
is used to my own log in’, ‘I feel more grown up so it makes me
want to be more organised’, ‘you don’t have to worry about
someone else having your laptop and therefore we can find
information whenever we want’, ‘we can use interactive games
to help us learn’ and ‘it’s the way of the future’.
As the year progresses, girls will be introduced to new
programs and taught numerous ICT skills. The girls look
forward to utilising the laptops fully.
Rebecca Burgmann
Class 5L Teacher
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The McGrath Foundation visits the Junior School to
accept a donation cheque from the Pink Mothers’
Day breakfast and Pull on Your Socks campaign.

Around
Abbotsleigh
Highlights of events at School from Jacqui Everett,
Community Development Officer

AGM for APA

In 2015, the APA made a gift of $105,000 to the Abbotsleigh Foundation Building Fund to
support Education and Sporting facilities in the Junior School and Senior School.

Abbotsleigh Parents’ Association thanks our
wonderful
AA parent volunteers and farewells
Mr Coppin
at a drinks and canapés evening at the
24Cossington Smith Gallery in November 2015.
Grace

Annual Boarder Parent Round-up
A gathering hosted by the Abbotsleigh Boarder Parents’ Association. Boarding families
connecting on a balmy February evening in the main reception plaza.

Twilight on the Plaza
The annual welcome to the School year is an opportunity to hear Mrs Poole outline plans for the coming months. A fantastic gathering of parents
from ELC to Year 12, entertained by wonderful music and singing from our students.

AbbTen Father Daughter tennis afternoon

Lunar Calendar New Year Morning Tea
We celebrated the Year of the Monkey
with a lovely morning tea at the Grace
Cossington Smith Gallery with parents
from the Junior and Senior schools.
The Yu Cai School, Beijing, were visiting
and we were lucky enough to hear the
students sing and present a short piece
about their life in China.

We congratulate our outgoing APA
President Mrs Simone Ley on her
leadership and generous support and
welcome in our new APA President Karin
Webb (pictured with Jen Nicita, long
standing APA committee member).

Junior School Morning teas
Parents of girls in Transition to Year 6 take time out of their busy days to meet new parents and old
A
friends. An opportunity to chat about the first weeks of the term and hear about the School and theA
25
social functions planned for each year group.

Celebrating
40 years of the
Abbotsleigh
Foundation

The Abbotsleigh Foundation was
established with a vision that endures:
supporting the education of girls at
Abbotsleigh now and in the future. Funds
are raised for scholarships that give a
young woman an education she may
not have otherwise experienced; for the
development and maintenance of buildings;
and to support the School’s libraries.
“Our sincere thanks to each of you who has
made gifts to the School over the past 40 years.
Your generosity has and will continue to provide
continued excellence in girls’ education.”
Rob Adams
Chair, Abbotsleigh Foundation

Black and Gold Mascot

Founding Governors of Abbotsleigh Foundation
John Miles, Peter Duly, Barbara Munro, Bill
Farram, Kathleen McCredie, Archdeacon Bob
Fillingham, Graeme Herring – 5 December 1986

1976

The Foundation launches
in December 1976 with a
production entitled A Black
and Gold Gala Experience, and
raised $11,000.
It is a promising beginning.

1978 2001
2000
First Foundation scholarships established. Meanstested scholarships for up to 50% remission of fees
are offered to students entering Year 10.

The AOGU launches the Kathleen McCredie
Award, for a girl entering Year 10 who, but for the
award, would not be able to attend Abbotsleigh,
and who demonstrates all round involvement in
the areas of spirituality, service, culture, sport
and academics.

Shirley Fong

2001: Sparkling
Foundation 25th Birthday celebration
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The Everett Scholarship is endowed by Old Girl
Shirley Fong (Lee 1952) in commemoration and
celebration of the life and work of
Miss G. Gordon Everett, Headmistress of
Abbotsleigh 1931-1954. It is awarded to two
girls completing Year 9, who demonstrate sound
academic progress, contribute widely to the
life of the School and are a positive influence in
Middle School.

David Staples, Bev McGaw, Kathleen McCredie, Elizabeth Tomlinson
and Richard Neal; signing of the Trust Deed for the Kathleen McCredie Award

2

2004

The Marian Clarke Society launches to recognise the
generosity of those who make gifts in their wills to
Abbotsleigh. First chaired by Old Girl Phillippa Baird
(Bishop, 1960).
Foundation constitution is amended; changes are
made to the composition of the Foundation Board of
Management and to membership rules.

2005

A program of commemorative pavers is inaugurated to
record the thousands of links that Old Girls, past parents,
former staff and Council members have with the School.

Robin is pictured third from the left in the middle row (Leaving Certificate for 1940)

2006

Robin Stevenson (Royle, 1940) endowed the
Royle Scholarship, in part as an encouragement
to daughters and granddaughters of Old Girls
to retain their Abbotsleigh connections. It is
awarded on merit.

2007

Maryanne Gold, the first Kathleen McCredie
scholar graduates from Abbotsleigh.

The first Yalari scholars in 2008:
From left, Tegan Whitfield,
Emma Mumbulla, and
Hannah Ranby

2008 2012
First Indigenous scholars join Abbotsleigh
as Year 7 boarders.
The biennial Abbotsleigh Literary Festival
is launched; the Foundation provides
ongoing support to this enriching festival.

Inaugural Leather and Laces Sports Lunch raises $35,000.
Since then, more than $250,000 has been raised through this
annual fundraiser.

2015 2013
2016
Mollie and Nancy
Douglas Scholarship
founded, thanks to
the generosity of Old
Girls Mollie (1938) and
Nancy (1939) Douglas.
The scholarship was
first awarded to a
girl who started at
Abbotsleigh as a
boarder in 2016.

First Indigenous scholars
graduate from Abbotsleigh.

Foundation Boarder Bursary re-establishes,
thanks to the generous support of the
Abbotsleigh Parents’ Association. It supports
boarder families in temporary financial need.
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Marian Clarke
Society
Afternoon Tea

O

Our Marian Clarke Society members are people in our community who have
notified us of having made a gift in their will to Abbotsleigh. Our annual afternoon
tea in November is held in the Grace Cossington Smith Gallery at Vindin House.
This year Shirley Fong (Lee 1952), founder of the Everett Scholarship, and
Maryanne Gold (2007), the first recipient of the Kathleen McCredie Scholarship,
shared their stories with the guests.
Shirley Fong arrived in Australia in 1948 from China, unable to speak English.
She negotiated her way with her pocket English dictionary and relied on the
friendliness and courtesy of the girls, a feature of Abbotsleigh that remains today.
Miss Everett, the Headmistress at the time, took Shirley under her wing, making
sure that the School provided a secure and friendly environment for her.
Shirley told our afternoon tea guests about the qualities Abbotsleigh fostered in
her and why she decided to the establish the Everett Scholarship: 'The School
taught me honesty, integrity, respect and compassion for others and I thought
that one day I would like to honour my headmistress, Miss Everett, so that her
name would live on in Abbotsleigh’s history. It took almost a half century for the
seed to germinate and the Scholarship was founded in the year 2000. My aim
was that the Everett Scholarship would continue the Abbotsleigh tradition of
support and encouragement for future generations.'
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Buy
Abbotsleigh
camellias to
nurture the
Camellia Fund

T

The Marian Clarke Society sells the Abbotsleigh camellia to
generate funds for the Camellia Award, which assists the
Headmistress in providing financial support to students to
further pursue an area in which they already excel. The Camellia
Fund is administered by the Abbotsleigh Foundation.
Miss Ruth Hirst, fifth Headmistress of Abbotsleigh, encouraged
the girls to have ‘faith in little things’. With this saying in mind,
the Marian Clarke Society was inspired to repropagate 1,000
cuttings of the prize-winning Abbotsleigh camellia in 2010.
Cultivated from the Camellia Japonica, the Abbotsleigh camellia
has an exceptionally large, white flower with a double layer of
petals and grew from a chance seedling in the garden of Cecil
Blumentals in St Ives. It is a medium to large, evergreen shrub

with attractive, glossy, dark green, thick foliage, a medium, pure
white, informal double flower, and a small group of yellow tipped
white stamens tucked away in the centre. The camellia flowers
in mid-winter.
Order your camellia today to take advantage of this opportunity
to grow a piece of Abbotsleigh’s history in your own garden
or give it as a very special gift – camellias are $20 per plant
and can be collected from the School via Mrs Jean Ardley,
Foundation Development Officer.
Plants ordered must be picked up at Abbotsleigh. If ordering
from outside Sydney note that postage is only possible for five
plants at a time at an additional cost of $30 per plant.

Abbotsleigh camellia order form ― $20 per camellia
I would like _____________ plants. Total amount payable $_____________________
Your name _______________________________________________ Email address ___________________________________
Phone __________________________________ Mobile phone_____________________________________________________
Method of payment

□ Cash □ Cheque - payable to Abbotsleigh Foundation □ MasterCard □ Visa □ Amex
Card holder’s name __________________________________________________________________ Expiry date __ __ / __ __
Card number__ __ __ __ | __ __ __ __ | __ __ __ __ | __ __ __ __ Card holder’s signature_____________________________
Note You can pay online for the camellia. Go to www.abbotsleigh.nsw.edu.au > online services > online payments, click
on Development Office and select the item from the drop down list. Plants must be collected from Abbotsleigh. You will be
contacted via email with instructions for pick up.
Enquiries J ean Ardley, Foundation Development Officer Phone 9473 7791 Email ardleyj@abbotsleigh.nsw.edu.au
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40 years of
Development
The generosity of the Abbotsleigh community has enabled the Abbotsleigh
Foundation to help with the acquisition, development, redevelopment and
maintenance of the many School buildings that are enjoyed by students in
2016. We are grateful for the vision of parents, alumni and extended family
and community members whose commitment to the future of education at
Abbotsleigh was also expressed through gifts to the Building Fund.
Junior School Swimming Pool
5 Ada Avenue
12 Lucinda Avenue
Centenary Building – Auditorium, Gym and Music Rooms
Hirst Cottage (10 Lucinda Avenue)
3 Ada Avenue
Lynton Annexe (4 Lucinda Avenue)
6 Lucinda Avenue
Junior School Library extension and relocation/Audio Visual Workshop and Staff Room
Major Landscaping and Construction of Multi-purpose Hardcourts at the Junior School
Major Landscaping on Senior School Site
McCredie House, Abbotsleigh’s first purpose-built boarding house
Roadway connecting Ada, Lucinda and Koora avenues
Conversion of School and Poole Houses to classrooms and staff facilities
Peter Duly Room and Old Girls’ Office opened
Dedication of the Pipe Organ and refurbishment of the Chapel Gallery
Further conversion of School and Poole Houses
Lynton House extended
New Netball Courts
New School entrance foyer
Drama Studio and Drama Seminar Room
Pacific Highway Overpass
Senior Studies Centre and Design and Technology Centre
Landscaping to the main school entrance
Infants rooms, Junior School
Aquatic Centre
Extension of the Junior School, new primary wing
ARC (housing the Betty Archdale library, the Thurles Thomas Archives and Abbsearch)
Wheeldon House – Years 11 and 12 purpose-built boarding house
Junior School Early Learning Centre and Infants wing
ACEE – Abbotsleigh Centre for Environmental Education
Grace Cossington Smith Gallery
Tennis courts behind the ARC re-surfaced to professional-standard
surfaces, and the addition of lighting
Sports Precinct: new lower oval created with synthetic grass and undercover parking,
dance studios, Strength & Conditioning Centre and Sports Hall
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1976
1979
1980
1983
1985
1985
1986
1986
1987
1988
1988/89
1990
1990
1991
1992
1992
1993
1994
1995
1995
1995
1995
1996
1996/97
1999
1999
2002
2006
2008
2010
2011
2013
2013/14
2015

Single gifts or regular monthly donations to the Building Fund make a
collective impact that ensures the most appropriate and well maintained
facilities are available to our students. Contact Danielle Cotter
Development Manager (02) 9473 7738 or cotterd@abbotsleigh.nsw.edu.au

abbotsleigh sports lunch

leather and laces

Save the date

FUNDRAISING LUNCH
Friday 26 August, 12-4 pm
We are always on the lookout for new, exciting, money-can’t-buy auction
items and experiences. Can you help us with:
Accommodation vouchers, weekend stays, dinner vouchers, theme park vouchers,
donations of goods and services, event or concert tickets, work experience,
pamper packages, golf getaways, sporting getaways, or any other awesome ideas!
Contact Danielle Cotter Development Manager (02) 9473 7738 or
cotterd@abbotsleigh.nsw.edu.au
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AOGU news

A lifetime
of beautiful
landscapes
Florence Stockwell-Everts
(Harding 1939) was awarded
a Lifetime Achievement Award
by the Potomac Chapter of the
American Society of Landscape
Architects in 2015. Florence,
now well into her 90s, has
gained a well-respected place in landscape architecture during the past 40 years of
her life. It was not until she reached middle age that she decided to study landscape
architecture, and she has not looked back.
When she left Abbotsleigh, Florence completed a master’s degree at the University
of Sydney majoring in Anthropology. She then went to Chicago University to study a
PhD in Sociology, which she did not complete as she met her husband. They lived in
New York for a few years. At that time she worked for the United Nations Secretariat
administering social welfare projects for the technical assistance program in South
Asia, a time she describes as wonderfully stimulating.
Her husband joined the State Department as a Foreign Service Officer and they were
posted overseas to Bangladesh, Iran, Karachi, Peshawar and Pakistan amongst other
places. ‘Everywhere we were posted I made a garden,’ recalls Florence.

Brigid Beilby
(2008/2009)
Brigid Beilby left Abbotsleigh (2008/2009)
for university and legal studies but after a
few months decided that this wasn't for her
and enrolled in a pastry chef's course, and
has never looked back.
She was nominated for the 2015 Telstra
Business Women’s Award (Northern
Territory) and won. She was also named
best Start Up Award winner for NT.
It all started with Brigid’s employment as an
apprentice pastry chef at Infinity Bakery/
Café at Paddington in Sydney. She then
moved to Darwin with her partner (who was
also her boss at Infinity Bakery) and they set
up their own business, Alley Cats Patisserie.
They have since opened another café called
The Rabbit Hole, also in Darwin, and both
businesses are booming. You can follow
Brigid on her Facebook pages at either Alley
Cats or The Rabbit Hole.

Then came the decision to study landscape architecture. She established her own firm
in the Washington DC area and in 2010 a book honouring the work she has done was
published under the title The Gardens of Florence Everts.
Florence believes strongly in the role that landscape architecture professionals can
play as public advocates against fracking and pollution.

Karen Simmer
(1973)
Dr Karen Simmer (1973) was made an
Officer of the Order of Australia last June
for distinguished service to medicine
in the field of paediatrics, particularly
neonatal and perinatal nutrition, to
medical education as an academic,
researcher and clinician, and to the community. Karen, who studied at Sydney, London
and Harvard universities, is Professor of Newborn Medicine at the University of
Western Australia and the Director of the Neonatal Intensive Care Units at King Edward
Memorial Hospital and Princess Margaret Hospital for Children in Perth. She is also
Director of the Perron Rotary Express Milk Bank, which was established in 2006 and is
viewed around the world as the 'best practice' human milk bank.
In an interview, Karen said: ‘My Abbotsleigh education inspired me to believe that
anything was possible if you put your mind to it and never raised any doubt that women
could achieve the same as men. I also appreciated that I have inherent attributes, an
excellent education and endless opportunity and therefore felt a responsibility to give
back to the community. I am privileged to work with young children and their families.
My work is challenging but I enjoy every moment of it.’
Asked about her greatest achievements, she replied: ‘My children, of whom I am
immensely proud. My clinical and academic team. We deliver high-quality care while
continuing to advance neonatal intensive care through translational research. Our
international reputation, especially in our region of the world, where we collaborate to
improve clinical outcomes of vulnerable, very young patients.’
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Millie Samuels
(2008)
Millie Samuels’ first feature role, in the
Australian film Alex and Eve, was screened late
last year. She is slowly but certainly making her
way in the exacting world of acting and tells her
own story:
Since graduating from Abbotsleigh in 2008, as
Drama prefect, I have pursued my passion for
the theatre and screen and discovered there
is no secret formula or guideline to becoming
an actor. I have learnt that with patience and,
by surrounding yourself with people who are
equally motivated to learn and create, you will
eventually find your way.
I was fortunate to receive a full time scholarship to undertake a Bachelor of
Communications Theatre Media at Charles Sturt University in Bathurst, which enabled
me to explore and experiment within the many different facets of performance
and production. I had a taste of television during a third year internship on the set
of Seven’s Wild Boys and never looked back. I worked behind the set on the ABC
miniseries Devil’s Dust and Network Seven’s The Killing Field. I was a personal
assistant to Hollywood star Christina Ricci during the Sydney filming of feature film
Around the Block. My dreams to be in front of the camera came true after my very first
audition for an ABC drama called The Gods of Wheat Street. Perhaps it was luck that
landed me my first gig but over the past five years I have realised the importance of the
constant training required to honour my craft. I have been in the cast of Neighbours,
a YouTube web series My Chonny Moves In, Seven’s Catching Milat, myriad short films
and very recently Alex and Eve, which has done very well at the box office.
Much like any career it takes time to establish yourself in the industry together with
a bit of luck and loads of hard work. There are many moments of doubt and second
guessing but you push through it. The impact of social media and the lack of complex
female roles in the industry have affected the confidence and artistic integrity I see in
myself and also in other women. I think it’s time to jump into that time machine and go
back to 2008, where that habit of apologising for hard work in the hope for validation
didn’t exist; to seek out that confidence and ownership of artistic choices that was
so encouraged at school. As I continue my life and career in the arts, the two main
areas of improvement I would like to see are a rise in female storytellers and more
opportunities for female directors and producers to take the reins. Most importantly
our industry needs to be refreshed with young, confident, ballsy women who are not
afraid to be imperfect and tell their stories without translation for the male perspective
and are raw and honest in themselves.

Dani Potter (2004)
Since leaving school Dani Potter has worked in
event management with a number of professional
sports clubs in the NRL, AFL, A-League and, most
recently, for Surf Life Saving Australia. As National
Event Manager for SLSA, Dani and her team
delivered seven national events for the surf life
saving community each year.
In recognition of her work, SLSA nominated Dani
for an Australian Event Award, the pinnacle awards
program for the events industry in Australia, and
on 17 November 2015, Dani was named the
Australian Event Manager of the Year.

Blaxland and
Daughter
Wendy Blaxland (1960) and Jessica Blaxland
Ashby launched a family theatre production
company, Blaxland and Daughter, in 2012.
Wendy and Jess have worked together since
1998 at Marian Street Theatre for Young
People (MSTYP) where Wendy is a playwright
and member of the Board, and Jess took
onstage, backstage and front of house
roles before becoming Business Manager
in 2015. Wendy is a prize-winning writer
who taught drama at the University of New
England and worked with her mother Audrey
Blaxland, founder of MSTYP, the longest
continually running children’s theatre in
Australia. Jess gained her BA at Macquarie
University in Performance Studies and then
her MA from the Central School of Speech
and Drama, London. She has a special
interest in puppetry and also works at the
Sydney Opera House.
Blaxland and Daughter produced
Wendy’s play Crossing for the bicentenary
commemorations of the crossings of the
Blue Mountains. It has played to more than
17,000 people, mainly school students,
in Sydney and across NSW. There were
also family performances in theatres and
historic houses, including Gregory Blaxland’s
restored home at Brush Farm House in
Eastwood. Gregory is one of their forebears.
In 2015 Wendy wrote a one-woman play
Pioneers in Petticoats, which Jess directed,
to bring alive some important but neglected
women who helped shape Australia’s
early history, from convict escapee Mary
Bryant, through unsung scientist Fanny
Macleay and child pioneer Eliza Hawkins
to feisty goldfields performer Lola Montes.
Coincidentally, their actress, the talented
Brigid O’Sullivan, also attended Abbotsleigh.
In 2016 Blaxland and Daughter is touring
four shows to schools in NSW and Canberra.
More information is available at
www.blaxlandanddaughter.com.
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Lisa Bateup
(Paingakulam,
1989)
‘Welcome you back! I got some dessert,
the western dessert, some cake. Today
if you have time maybe you could come
to my house, I give you some cake.’

Karen Shklanka
(1981)
Poetry, medicine
and tango
Karen Shklanka has published a second
poetry collection, Ceremony of Touching.
Stories of everyday people, the poems invite
the reader to explore their own humanity
and how we interact with one another, love
and grieve.
Karen is not only a poet, she is also a
practising medical doctor and in 1990
received the top mark in Canada in Family
Medicine. Besides poetry and medicine, she
also has a distinct love of the tango.

The need to belong is a fundamental
human need and one felt acutely by
people who have moved their lives
to a new country. Whether they are
fleeing places of oppression, seeking
an education, or a life with more
opportunites for their children, the
challenges go far beyond missing home
and family or navigating the practicalities
of daily life. How to feel secure, or to
form significant and lasting friendships
are often critical issues.The message
above greeted me recently on WeChat
and is one of many invitations I receive
from friends wanting me to visit them
and share in their lives.
It is now almost six years since I left
corporate work to join Culture Connect, a
ministry of Interserve Australia that aims
to help the Australian church engage
with migrants in local communities. Interserve’s Christian values are reflected through
a wholistic approach to ministry, a desire to care for the whole person, to be authentic
in our relationships and to serve others with a spirit of humility and interdependence.
For me, that has been a life of English classes, visiting, resumes, driving lessons and
medical appointments. A life investing in friendships with people who are feeling lonely
and isolated. It has meant listening to harrowing stories of life and the journeys that
brought people here. Or sharing in all manner of fun, food and fellowship and having
my own life and perspectives shaped by what I have learnt from others.
How does an Abbotsleigh Old Girl end up as Culture Connect Director at Interserve
Australia? No doubt my own mixed cultural heritage and my experiences of life growing
up here helped lead me to this point. So did years of factory life amongst people who
have made Australia their new home. We have a wonderful opportunity for our lives to
be enriched by the diversity that life in Sydney now offers. A spirit of inclusion rather
than tolerance can transform us as individuals and our broader society to one which
values all people and appreciates the contribution that they make.

Belinda Dettman (1959) and
Jane Stevens (Dettmann, 1969):
Great-great-granddaughters of a princess?
Belinda Dettman and Jane Stevens have unravelled a fascinating family history over a period of 20 years.
The family legend that their great-great-grandmother Agnes Dettman, nee Kroll, was the illegitimate
daughter of Prince Wilhelm of Prussia, later Kaiser Wilhelm I of Germany, and Princess Elisa Radziwill of
Poland, was verified through research and DNA tests and resulted in a book, Agnes: The Secret Princess.
An Australian story, published in 2015. http://www.agnessecretprincess.com/
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Rachel Scott
(1990)
A professional cellist and a music
teacher, Rachel studied with David
Pereira in Canberra and Robert Cohen
in London. She has played as a soloist
and chamber musician in the United
Kingdom, Serbia, Albania, Finland,
Hungary and Germany, and is the
founder of the highly successful and
innovative ‘Bach in the Dark’ concert
series. Now, though, her focus is
working with disadvantaged children,
both in Australia and, for the past six
years, in East Timor.
‘I have taught in all sorts of places,’
says Rachel, ‘working for two charities:
the Australian Children’s Music
Foundation (my boss is Don Spencer,
from Play School), and Mary McKillop
International. I have taught countless
children: kids in remote communities,
kids from the School of the Air, kids
struggling to deal with all sorts of
trauma, kids in foster care. I have
travelled to East Timor and worked
in a school with no power or running
water and taught using song, mime
and laughter.
‘I have played in concert halls, church
crypts, outback woolsheds, caves,
Albanian churches and tiny halls in
rural Hungary. I have been tailed by
the Albanian secret police, and had
offers of marriage from Kosovans
wanting to leave their country. I have
drunk all sorts of weird local spirits.
I have had to play my cello in an
airport in Belfast to prove that I wasn’t
smuggling explosives.

Alexandra Joel
(1971) on family
scandal
Alexandra Joel’s late father Sir Asher Joel
encouraged her to write the story of her
great-grandmother Rosetta Raphael, who
fled her safe Melbourne life in 1905 to go
to Europe.
Alexandra, a former editor of the Australian
edition of Harper’s Bazaar and of Portfolio,
Australia’s first magazine for working
women, as well as regular contributor to
national and Sydney newspapers, tells the
life of this complex woman in her new book
Rosetta: A Scandalous True Story.

‘I probably wouldn’t have found myself
doing this were it not for the music staff
at the School, that team of slightly loopy
but fantastic women who taught me so
very well. Taught me to question. Taught
me to sing. And most of all, taught me
to not take myself too seriously.’
Why would one go down this road,
which, although interesting, is lonely
and not well remunerated? ‘I was
reflecting the other day on why I chose
this path,’ says Rachel, ‘and realised
I was influenced by teachers at the
School. They taught me that I should
speak up when I saw injustice, to
question the social norm, and to follow
what I believe is right.’
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Patricia Monk (Hullah 1996) and Timothy Monk are
delighted to announce the birth of Lachlan James Monk,
born 22 December 2015. Brothers Nicholas and Campbell
were delighted with their early Christmas present.

Katherine White (Hanbury 1996) and Nick welcomed
their second daughter, Caroline Alexandra, into the world
on 9 March 2014. She is the younger sister of Eloise (4).

Katie White (Craig 1999) and Aaron White welcomed their
son Archer (‘Archie’) Aaron on 5 August 2015.

Alanah Fox (1998) wrote: ‘We are very pleased to
welcome Tabatha Grace Redgrave into this world. She
arrived on the 28 July 2015 and my husband Lance
Redgrave is smitten with our first (non-furry) baby.’

Sarah Jensz (Law 1997)
wrote: ‘Fraser Law Jensz
was born 9 May 2015
in Melbourne (4.04kg,
54.3cm). My husband
Greg and I were very
excited at Fraser's
safe and somewhat
late arrival.’
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Astrid Loch-Wilkinson
(2000) and her partner
Matthew had a baby boy,
Henrick Björn LochWilkinson, who was born
on 29 January 2016.

Emma-Jane Anderson (McKay 2003) and her husband
Mark had a baby boy, James Leonard Anderson, on
4 August 2015.

Births and marriages

Isabelle May Speirs, the daughter of Clare Speirs,
(Saunders 1996) and Simon Speirs, was born on
18 February 2015.
Anna Elizabeth Collison was born on 8 February 2016 to
Fiona Collison (Boyages 2003) and David Collison and is
a sister to Jack.

Cassandra Wu (2000) wrote: ‘I have just given birth to
my second baby, Nathan, who was born in November
and am now a mother of two (my first daughter is called
Amilia). How time flies!’

Matilda Ann Hammond was born to Nikki Hammond
(Mitchell 2001) in Adelaide on 16 January 2016.

Isobel Christowski (2010) married Lawrence Landsman
at ‘The Loch’ in Berrima on 28 November 2015.

Isobella Rose Abe was born on 3 December 2015,
daughter of Rebecca Abe (Henry-Whisker 2006) and
Daniel Abe, and sister to Connor.

Amy Macdonald (2004) married Michael Bowen on 19
December 2015 at St Thomas' Church, North Sydney,
and celebrated at a reception at the Sergeants Mess in
Chowder Bay, Mosman.
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On January 23 this year, Alyce Caswell (2006) married
Darren Foster. In the bridal party were Alexandra
Chambers (2006), Francesca Casal (2006) and
Benjamin Caswell (Barker, 2004).

Hannah Briggs (2009) married Sam Priestly in a beautiful
ceremony at the Hydro Majestic in the Blue Mountains
on 5 December 2015. In her bridal party were her sisters
Olivia Briggs (2012) and Laura Briggs (2018), as well as
Steph Maxwell (2009).

Candice Mehta (2009) married Nathan Mackay and was
accompanied on her wedding day by two of her best friends
and Abbotsleigh Old Girls, Alex Jackson (2009) and Amelia
Banks (2009).
Candice says, ‘By far the best wedding advice I received was
to take a few moments to be truly present in the moment.
With that in mind, Nathan and I excused ourselves from the
event late in the night. As we looked back upon our Clareville
Beach wedding, we noticed that not one of our guests was
seated – everyone was up, dancing, talking, laughing. It was
a true celebration of uncontainable, ineffable, eternal love
and to us it was perfect.’

Maya Kerthyasa (2009), daughter of Jane Kerthyasa
(Gillespie 1971), married Marcus Tesoriero on 23
January 2016 in a beautiful ceremony filled with
family and friends (including Old Girl and bridesmaid
Karina Wileman [2009]). Then they had a breathtaking
Balinese ceremony on 1 February in Maya’s hometown
of Ubud in Bali. Both ceremonies were full of love, life
and were the perfect start to a long life together.
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Kaitlin Wright (2005) married Russell Hart on
17 November 2015 in Lovedale, Hunter Valley,
New South Wales.

Valete

Philippa Lea
Rutherford
(Dutton, 1968)
1950–2014
It is with deep sorrow that I advise you of
the passing of my dear wife, Philippa (Pip
Lea Rutherford).
Pip was born on 1 December 1950 to Dick
and Pam Dutton of ‘Wellagalong’, Duramana
via Bathurst. She attended Peel Public School
near Bathurst before moving to Abbotsleigh
as a Junior Boarder in Year 6. Pip completed
her School Certificate at Abbotsleigh and
represented the School in tennis for a number
of years.
After Abbotsleigh, Pip attended Bathurst
Technical College gaining honours in Secretarial
Studies. Within days of graduating she began
employment as the private secretary to Barry
Gurdon of Bathurst's Gurdon Motors. Whilst
there she also undertook secretarial duties for
the Australian Racing Drivers' Club in the lead-up to the Bathurst 1000 motor race.
In May 1969 she met Bruce Rutherford, a new Hawkesbury Agricultural College
graduate who had been posted to Bathurst as a Soil Conservationist. It was love at
first sight. Pip and Bruce married at Holy Trinity, Kelso on 10 November 1972. Pip
was attended by three bridesmaids with two former Abbotsleigh girls, Loris Webster
(nee Cox) and Jilly Wood (nee Willis) in attendance.
With Bruce's work, the couple moved around the state, living at Bathurst, Scone,
Kempsey and Dubbo before retiring to The Entrance. Pip and Bruce had two sons,
Hamish and Jamie.
In retirement Pip and Bruce travelled to New Zealand, Fiji, the UK (in particular
Scotland), continental Europe and Scandinavia. Pip also bowled at Bateau Bay
Bowling Club.
It was whilst in Norway that Pip contracted a virus. On the way home the virus
progressed to mild pneumonia by the time of reaching Singapore. She was placed
on a strong antibiotic but had to be rushed to hospital for lung failure on her return.
Even to the end, she kept her beautiful smile that endeared her to all. Pip passed
away peacefully on 19 July 2014. Her funeral was held at Palmdale Chapel at
Ourimbah with more than 200 people in attendance. Bateau Bay Bowling Club
members formed a guard of honour. Pip was piped out to the Scottish tune Hills
of Argyll. On 15 October 2014, Ellie Philippa Rutherford was born to Jamie and his
partner Jade. On 29 November 2014, Sarah Eve Rutherford was born to Hamish and
his wife Amanda.
Bruce Rutherford

Daphne Tilly
(Leard, 1938)
1920-2015
Daphne died on 28 February 2015 at 93
and is missed by her son Greg and daughter
Michelle. She was very fond of her time at
Abbotsleigh. Following the example of her
now departed older sister Lois Leard, she
boarded all through her high school years.

Megan Mary
Sutherland
(Davies, 1953)
1937–2016
Megan will be remembered as a great
entertainer, full of colour, vitality and fun.
It was said that she was the organiser
of practically all the social events in her
district and that if you lived within 20 miles
of Coonabarabran there was no escaping
Megan’s parties or catch-ups. She loved
getting people together and encouraging
them to share in a sense of belonging.
She was born in Killara in 1937 and grew
up on ‘Moulin’, east of Coonabarabran. Her
childhood spanned the Second World War.
Farming communities during the war years
were close-knit and dependent upon one
another. They were stressful and emotional
times as fathers, brothers, uncles and
friends left the district to fight overseas.
Abbotsleigh was a very important part of
Megan’s life and six of her Abbotsleigh
friends attended her service. She was 12
when she started as a boarder in Murray
House in 1949. It was at Abbotsleigh that
her love for tennis, instilled by her father
who coached her from an early age, was
fostered and playing for the Tildesley
Shield was a particularly fond memory.
Megan married Donald Sutherland in
1957 and became part of the large family
of Sutherlands. They had four children,
who they put through boarding school
and university thus re-establishing their
links with Abbotsleigh and Kings.
Megan moved to Neutral Bay in 2011
to be closer to her daughter Fiona
Woodrow (Sutherland 1986) and in her
last years made new friendships and
rekindled friendships from school.
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Susan Hill Atwill
(Davies, 1951)
1935–2015

Shirley Clifton
(Carter, 1942)
1925–2016
Shirley Moore Carter was born on a kitchen
table in Wahroonga on 7 October 1925. She
was a woman who knew her own mind. She
did her leaving certificate twice in order to
get into Veterinary Science at the University
of Sydney at a time when very few women
went to university, let alone, to do Veterinary
Science. She did not complete her degree
but went on to travel and trained as a legal
secretary. This set her up for the future.
She left Sydney to accept a job at
Coonabarabran and made a life there
that benefited the whole community. She
married James Clifton in 1956 and together
they took three children into their lives
whom they raised. When she turned 60 she
obtained a degree from Orange Agriculture
College for Agricultural Business studies and
with her partner Robyn Bell started a farm
plan business that grew to be the largest in
NSW within five years.
She fulfilled many roles in the community,
such as Riding for the Disabled and being
involved with the Pony Club. Shirley was a
leading force in the Girl Guide movement,
about which she was passionate. It is said
that she led by example, living the Guide
promise. In 2007 she was awarded the
Order of Australia Medal for her services to
Coonabarabran Guiding and the community.
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Sue Atwill loved and lived life to the fullest. As a friend once said, ‘Sue knew everybody and
everything, and if she didn’t know about it, then it just didn’t happen!’ Sue treasured her
lifelong association with Abbotsleigh.
Sue was born on 1 May 1935, the first child of Frank and Eleanor Davies. She had one
brother, Andrew Davies (deceased), and two sisters, Helen Best (1957) and Margot
Downes (1961). They lived in Manly, spent time in the Blue Mountains during the Second
World War and then settled in Killara, which remained the centre of Sue’s universe.
She attended Abbotsleigh from 1943 to 1951. Sue cherished her Abbotsleigh days and
maintained strong friendships with her school friends. After school she went to University
of Sydney and started studying Pharmacy, before leaving to work for the Department of
Agriculture. In 1958, she married Graeme ‘Chad’ Atwill and they had two children, John
and Louise.
Sue was thrilled to be able to renew her ties with Abbotsleigh when Louise started in 1972.
She became very involved with the School and worked tirelessly as a parent and an Old
Girl. She served on the AOGU committee from 1974 to 1984 and as President from 1980
to 1983. She really enjoyed those years and told stories of the enjoyable functions and
trips away to country reunions, often with the then Headmistress, Kathleen McCredie.
Sue was involved in the Bequest Committee, now known as the Marian Clarke Society
Committee.
In later years, Sue enjoyed playing bridge, golf and tennis; doing charity work for the
National Trust and Meals on Wheels; travelling and spending summers at Palm Beach.
She was a devoted grandmother to five grandsons: William, Hamish and Lachlan Birt; and
Oscar and Toby Atwill. Sue was therefore quite disappointed not to be able to return to
Abbotsleigh as a grandmother!
Sadly, following the death of her
beloved Chad, Sue developed
a rare brain condition in 2007
and her health declined. She
still loved being surrounded
by family and friends and
remained dignified, positive and
gracious to the end.

Valete

Mary Milborrow
1939-2015
On 20 August last year, FAbbS members and other friends
joined Mary’s daughters and their families to farewell a
friend and colleague who had been a significant part of their
lives for many years.
Mary and husband Barry arrived in Sydney from Canterbury,
England, in 1976 with daughters Helen and Yvette. Hannah
was born in 1981 and many of you will remember her as a
student at Abbotsleigh. In her tribute at the funeral, Hannah
shared many childhood memories of Mary the teacher from
the daughter’s point of view!
Mary had been Head of Physics at Simon Langton Girls
Grammar School in Canterbury and soon after arriving in
Sydney was teaching Physics at PLC Croydon. Travelling
from Gordon to Croydon daily was not ideal and in 1977
Mary answered an ad for a Physics teacher at Abbotsleigh
and started immediately, with Kathleen McCredie agreeing
at the interview that she need not ever teach Year 9! Mary
taught in the Science Department until she retired in 2001
(and she never did teach Year 9). Her training in Maths
and Physics at London University ensured that Mary was a
superb Physics teacher and the go-to staff member when
any of the rest of us had Physics queries. Her contribution
to Abbotsleigh will be long remembered by staff and ex
students.
Out of the classroom we will remember Mary fondly for her
wicked sense of humour, her loyalty, her superb sewing and
knitting skills, her large collections of shoes and recipes
and bikinis, and her real enjoyment of home and hearth and
family life.

We remember
Marcia Johnston (1935)
died 3 January 2015

Judith Keller (Turton 1938)
died 17 August 2015

Julie Baldry (Philpotts 1938)
died 27 September 2015

Debra Lee (1981)
died 15 July 2015

Louise Alexander (1958)
died 18 July 2015

Prue Farncomb (Stayner 1948)
died 2 December 2015

Dawn Skelton (1981)
died 15 August 2015

Pat Anderson (Salenger 1932)
died 20 September 2015

Val Figgis (Wallis 1939 )
died 25 January 2016

Jill Hockey (Kierath 1950)
died 16 August 2015

Kay Morgan (Chadwick 1950)
died 23 September 2015 		

Mary Asprey (Snow 1936)
died 1 March 2016
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Old Girls – Reunions

1975 40 year
reunion

O

On a weekend in October, 105 girls who had attended Abbotsleigh as
part of the 1975 HSC year gathered together from all over Australia,
and beyond, for an afternoon of memories and friendship renewed.
Of the 195 girls who attended during our time at Abbotsleigh, 185
were contacted. We wonder if this is a record?
A tour of the Junior and Senior schools on Friday was enjoyed by
those who were able to make it. Then on Saturday we all met at the
Kirribilli Club, where delighted screams of recognition filled the entry
room. Soon we were heading to lunch downstairs and viewing photos
collected by the wonderful team of Old Girls (turned detectives)
headed by Celia Vild (Harrowell) and Loveday McClelland (Holman).
We were able to relive our schooldays with almost deafening girlish
chatter and excitement – a “tuck shop”, hula hoops, elastics
and more!
There was so much conversation that most were too busy to finish
eating the delicious meal, which was followed by a stunning cake
decorated by Pam Frew (Wood).
Many smaller groups moved on to other venues and kept going until
the early hours of the morning. So many people have lived such
amazing lives and exceeded expectations. What a pleasure to share
stories and see so many girls from our childhood.
The mood of this reunion was delightful as the build-up and detective
work had been going on for 12 months beforehand. It was a
mammoth effort that gave so much joy to those who were able to
attend, and to those who were not there but who followed our new
Facebook page and felt part of the day. The wonders of social media!
To Celia, Loveday and the “secret secretary”: we cannot express the
depth of our thanks but everyone agreed that it was more than worth
the effort.
Rob Christmas (Robyn Duly)
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1965 50 year
reunion
The age-old reunion question:
Whether to celebrate what was (by
meeting at School) or to reflect what
is (by selecting a more contemporary
dining option)? Our solution resulted in
a weekend of festivities!
Friday’s arrangements for an elegant
Killara Golf Club dinner expanded to
include the whole day: the choice of a
round of golf at Mona Vale, courtesy
of the AOGU Golf Day; bridge at Killara
Golf Club; or walks around Middle
Head, the walkers taking advantage of
the brilliant sunshine and spectacular
harbour views (while also managing
time to support the local cafes).
Saturday’s offerings included a School
tour (the present facilities left us all
a little speechless); a very glamorous
lunch in the Boarders’ Dining Room
(which left the Boarders a little
speechless); and a Boarders’ Reunion
Dinner at The Greengate Hotel.

Celebrations concluded with a Sunday
Chapel service for all, including
families. The Chaplain, Jenni Stoddart,
generously gave up a precious Sunday
sleep-in to conduct the service, and
the AOGU thoughtfully provided
both an organist and a welcome
morning tea.
There was much to celebrate over the
weekend as friendships were renewed
and journeys shared. Only a few girls
escaped the Contact Net and we were
delighted with the roll-up: 65 came to
the dinner and almost 90 to the lunch.
Some came from overseas, others
from interstate and many came from
all parts of NSW.
The decision was made – we meet
again in five years.
Pip Bowmaker (Wilkinson)
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1944 leavers: An annual affair
In February, seven of the 1944 cohort met for lunch, as we have
been doing since our 50th reunion (a few years ago!). We have been
meeting at each other's homes and this year we met at my unit at
McMahon’s Point, and enjoyed a very pleasant chat and a delicious
lunch. Each one of us brought a contribution to the lunch, as we
always do.
Present were Joan Booth, Jean Himmelhoch (nee Andrews), Kathleen
McCredie, Judy Pearson (Fraser) and husband Ian, Margaret
Woodward (Bray) and Sina Wright (Murray). Yvette Adams (Godfrey)
was to come, but was not well on the day.
Joan, Sina and Kathleen did not leave School until 1945, because the
parents of each thought the daughter was too young (in those days
it was the parents who made such decisions) but travelled through
secondary school with the 1944 group.
Kathleen McCredie

2010 5 year reunion
The leavers of 2010 got back together late last year at the
Treehouse in North Sydney for a night of catch ups and
canapes. Girls came from far and wide: Brisbane, Canberra,
Armidale and even Pymble. While five years seems like a
lifetime in the world of a twentysomething, there was an
atmosphere of comfort and familiarity among those there on
the night. Many hilarious stories were told about the wonder
years of Abbotsleigh and there was much reminiscing for days
spent organised in a uniform-themed diary. A great night was
had by all and here’s hoping for an exciting five more years!
Isabel Hawkin
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Old Girls – Reunions

2005 10 year reunion
Saturday 25 October saw 63 leavers from 2005 gather at The Treehouse in North
Sydney to mark 10 years since leaving Abbotsleigh. There was much loud and
animated chatter as old friends reconnected, memories were relived and new stories
were shared. It was interesting to learn of the many and varied career paths that girls
have pursued including being accountants, architects, business consultants, cattle
farmers, doctors, engineers, geologists, lawyers, mothers, physiotherapists, police
detectives, policy advisors, teachers, town planners, TV producers, veterinarians and
more! We would cringe when we were told at school that ‘Abbotsleigh girls can do
anything’ but in 10 years the 2005 cohort has certainly proven the mantra to be true.
All in all, our 10 year reunion was a fun night that was greatly enjoyed by all.
Alise Engelen (Ramshaw)

1995 20 year reunion
The 20 year reunion was an informal, intimate affair on 12
December 2015. In the morning, around a dozen Old Girls
of 1995 and their families (including some 10 small children
in prams and on bicycles!) came together to tour the School
grounds and reminisce about their teenage years. The tour
took longer than expected as there was so much to catch up
on and explore. That evening, about 35 Old Girls – including
some who had travelled from as far afield as France, Ghana
and New Zealand – met up at Mr Tipply's in Kent Street in
Sydney CBD. They had a fantastic time catching up on the
past two decades and re-establishing contact with each
other, though many were already in touch via Facebook. Quite
a few chatted on well into the night, including over a midnight
dinner in Chinatown.
Johanna Stratton
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Old Girls – Reunions

1985 leavers 30 year reunion
On 11 October, the 1985 leavers had their 30 year school
reunion. There were two events for the group. The first was
a School tour that was attended by a small but enthusiastic
group. Heleen Fourie and Kim Boniface were the excellent
guides who showed us through all parts of the School – the
group was impressed with how much had changed in 30
years! The main event was held in the evening at The Avenue
bar in Chatswood and approximately 80 Old Girls attended.
It was a noisy, happy and enjoyable night, with a number of
guests coming from many and varied parts of the country.
Diana Cross

1960 leavers 55 year reunion
The 1960 leavers got together for a light lunch and a great
cake at Felicity Wilson’s house on a beautiful day in October.
This group of Old Girls meets regularly, but a number
travelled to Sydney for the special occasion of their 55th
reunion. As the inscription on the cake said:
'1960 A good vintage'.
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Old Girls – Reunions

1955 60 year reunion
The 60 year reunion year of the 1955 leavers was a happy and sad
occasion. Sadly the year's captain Jan Langley (Davies) and vicecaptain Eleanor Loveridge (Lovell), who used to do all the organising
of the year’s reunions, have died.
The group ended up creating two opportunities to catch up during
the year. Pam Roberts organised a beautiful start of a very special
year to celebrate Janet Jones’s (Nisbet) visit from the Unites States.
A number of girls from the year met for lunch at The Oaks in Neutral
Bay and on the following day took a ride up the Hawkesbury on the
Hawkesbury River Mailboat.
This was followed by a lunch at the School in November that was
attended by 13 Old Girls, some travelling from interstate. A wonderful
time was had by all on both occasions, some celebrating friendships
as long as 73 years. Everyone is looking forward to catching up again
in five years’ time

1950 65 year reunion
On 2 October 2015 a lunch was held at the School
to celebrate 65 years since leaving Abbotsleigh.
It was a most happy occasion with friendships
renewed and school days recalled. The lunch was
attended by Jill King (Cameron), Jeannette Routley
(Collum), Rosemary Buckley (Collum), Maree Farley,
Marjorie Watts (Flower), Lillian Vains (Herz), Betty
Brodie (Horne), Pamela Barr (Kendall), Jocelyn
Cadden (Kimber), Elinor Reynolds (Magee), Cate
Vacchini (Miller), Diana Cox (Rouse), Mary Tranter
and Janet Denne (Windeyer).
Janet Denne
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Reunions and events 2016
Most reunion years have Facebook pages or groups. If you
are on Facebook, please look for your year group or on the
Abbotsleigh Old Girls Facebook page

Reunions
5 year reunion
5 year reunion 2011 leavers, 22 October.
Coordinators: Imogen Yates
ivyates@bigpond.com and Madeleine
Ferguson mcferguson93@gmail.com

10 year reunion
10 year reunion 2006 leavers, 5 November.
Coordinator: Stephanie Borys
sborys@2gb.com

15 year reunion
15 year reunion 2001 leavers, 15 October.
Enquiries:Edwina Bartholomew
abbotsleigh2001@gmail.com

20 year reunion
20 year reunion 1996 leavers, 5 November.
Coordinators: Becky Shu (Jones)
fredandbeckyshu@gmail.com; Elissa
Coates (Hickey) elissacoates@gmail.com;
Alex Macoun alex.macoun@gmail.com

25 year reunion
25 year reunion 1991 leavers,
3 September. Coordinator: Anine Leakey
anineleakey@hotmail.com

30 year reunion
30 year reunion 1986 leavers,
17 September.
Coordinator: Georgina Glascott (Clarke)
gglascott@bigpond.com

35 year reunion
35 year reunion 1981 leavers,
15 October
Coordinator: Ruth Browning (Southwick)
rvb@narara.net; phone 0413 815 963.
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40 year reunion
40 year reunion 1976 leavers,
15 October. Enquiries: Robyn Rollason
(Molloy) robynrollason@yahoo.com.au
or Jane Gregory (Stanistreet)
janegregory1@bigpond.com

40 year boarder reunion
40 year boarder reunion 1976 leavers,
May 2016. Enquiries: Jane Roberts (Clarke)
jane@smartmovephysio.com.au
phone 0429 722 2850

Regional
reunions
Melbourne reunion
On the Saturday of the first weekend of
November, you are warmly invited to a
get-together at Marion Rivers’ place in
the Macedon Ranges. Pick up can be
arranged from the Gisborne Station.
Enquiries: Marion Rivers (Osborne
1965) marion.rivers@bigpond.com

45 year reunion
45 year reunion 1971 leavers,
22 October. Enquiries: Cathy Morrison
(FitzSimons) chmfitz@yahoo.com

55 year reunion
55 year reunion 1961 leavers,
please Contact: Heleen Fourie
fourieh@abbotsleigh.nsw.edu.au
regarding plans for reunion

Events
Golden Old Girls’ Lunch
22 July

Mother Daughter Dinner

60 year reunion

23 July

60 year reunion 1956 leavers,
24 and 25 June. Enquiries: Penny Kirkby
(Spencer) penkirkby@bigpond.com or
phone (02) 6752 1922; Belinda Cox
(Snape) Belindacox@skymesh.com.au
or (02) 6928 1316; and Elizabeth Stuart
(Solomon) ewstuart@bigpond.com

AOGU Bowls Day

65 year reunion
65 year reunion 1951 leavers,
12 August. Coordinator: Jan Dawson
(Penfold) steffid@optusnet.com.au
There will not be an official 1966 50
year reunion this year, because of the
introduction of the Wyndham scheme
in 1967. However, Abbotsleigh will
acknowledge those girls who officially left
in 1966 and invite them back for a lunch.

29 August

FABBS/Staff and AOG
Reconnect with
Abbotsleigh
3 September

Carpe Diem Luncheon
28 November

2016 reunions in the United States
Lunch in San Francisco – Sunday 25 September
Dinner in New York – Saturday 1 October
Enquiries: Heleen Fourie fourieh@abbotsleigh.nsw.edu.au

Reconnect with
Abbotsleigh
3 September 2016
An important part of school experience
is the connection with the staff. As a
result, Old Girls often express a wish
to have past staff at reunions. This
year, the AOGU will host a function that
enables this valuable link between staff
and students. You are invited to join
us on 3 September for a get-together
in the Grace Cossington Smith Gallery.
There is also discussion of a possible
hockey match on the new synthetic
turf and a Chapel service. It will be a
wonderful opportunity to reconnect
with past mentors and friends.

Carpe Diem Luncheon

AOGU Abbotsleigh
Ladies Golf Day

28 November 2016

11 November 2016

This event was started in 2014
through the initiative of Barbara
Ross (Hennessy) and Cathie
Bartholomew (Hallie), who saw
a need for Old Girls who have
celebrated their 50 reunion to
get together, have a good meal,
a great glass of wine and catch
up. It tripled its size in one year
and is now an annual event held
on the last Monday of November.

The Union’s Golf Day has been a
regular and well supported event for
the past few years. Opening the event
to Abbotsleigh parents, past parents
and staff has generated parent teams
and players, as well as past and current
staff. However, this is still a truly Old
Girl event. It has found a home at
Mona Vale Golf Club and will be held
on the second Friday after Melbourne
cup in November. Jane Slack (Bentley,
1980) unexpectedly found herself the
winner of the AOGU President’s Cup
in 2015 with Katrina Cant (Holmes
1985) walking away with the Salver.

Please encourage friends who did not receive Around Abbotsleigh to update
their details by contacting Heleen Fourie at fourieh@abbotsleigh.nsw.edu.au
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Thank you

Thank you to our donors of 2015
Warm thanks to all who supported the Foundation’s work in 2015. Thank you also to those who have chosen to
remember Abbotsleigh in their wills and to those who gave but asked that their names remain anonymous.
Abbotsleigh Old Girls' Union
Abbotsleigh Boarder Parents'
Association
Abbotsleigh Parents' Association
Dr S and Mrs F Abel
Mr A and Mrs S Abrahams
Mr Q Adam
Mr R and Mrs S Adams
Mr S and Mrs J Alcorn
Alila Seminyak, Bali
All Costumes Great & Small,
Wahroonga
Allan Jack + Cottier Architects,
Sydney
Dr M and Mrs A Allworth
Anazens Jewellery, Wahroonga
Mrs J Anderssen
AON Insurances
Aran Anderson Photography,
Sydney
Argo Restaurant, Pymble
Mr C and Mrs C Armitage
Mr P Ashcroft and Ms T Schroder
The Late Mrs S Atwill
Dr Q and Mrs C Au
Audi Alto, Artarmon
Australian Independent Schools
USA Foundation
Avenue Luxe, Wahroonga
Mr V and Mrs A Ayvazian
Dr N Badawi AM and Dr J Keogh
Mrs P Baird
Mr T Baker
Mrs S Ball
Ms B Barnett
Mrs S Barnsdall
Mr J Barrie
Mr G and Mrs S Baskaran
Mr N and Mrs K Bateup
Mr C and Mrs J Bayne
Mr J Beale
Bentley Dry Cleaners, Wahroonga
Mr P and Mrs N Bernardi
Bertrand's Cakes, Wahroonga
Dr J and Mrs E Bester
Mr C and Mrs N Bevilacqua
Mr G and Dr K Bhola
Ms M Bisley
Mr A and Mrs A Biyanwila
Mr A and Mrs A Black
Dr J and Dr E Blair
Blue Lemon Sushi, Wahroonga
Bonjour Patisserie, Wahroonga
Dr A Booker and Ms K Campbell
Mrs M Booth
Mrs M Bowen
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Ms P Bowen
Mrs W Bowman OAM
Mr G Boydell
Mr J and Mrs E Boydell
Mr P and Dr C Bradford
Mr L and Mrs N Bradshaw
Mr P and Mrs S Breden
Mr S and Mrs A Bruce
Mrs A Bryant
Ms M Bryce
Mrs M Buckland
Bunnings, Thornleigh
Mr J Burnett and Ms D Adams
Mrs A Butchart
BWS, Wahroonga
CALDESIGN, Wahroonga
Mrs J Cameron
Mr S and Mrs L Cameron
Mr E and Mrs B Campbell
Mr R and Mrs L Caprioli
Mrs J Carey
Mr W and Mrs P Carpenter AM
Mr D and Mrs S Cary
Mrs C Cathels
Dr M and Dr L Cejnar
Mr G and Mrs L Chaffey
Dr E and Mrs J Chai
Dr E and Mrs N Chan
Mr Y and Mrs V Chang
Channel 9 Mornings
Chargrill Charlie's, Wahroonga
Chemist on Redleaf, Wahroonga
Mr L L Chen and Ms J Luo
Mr W Chen and Ms L Yu
Mr R Cheung and Ms A Chow
Mr C Choi and Dr V Oh
Dr S Chua and Dr S Kiang-Chua
Mr C Chung and Ms S Hsia
City Golf, Gordon
Mr J and Mrs M Clark
Mr R Clark and Ms K Webb
Mr S and Mrs R Clarkson
Mr and Mrs M J Codling
Mrs M Colebrook OAM
Mr F Condi
Mr B and Mrs B Cooper
Dr I and Dr E Cope
The Estate of Grace Cossington
Smith
Mrs D Crabbe
Ms N Craig
Dr R and Mrs S Cranswick
Mr A and Mrs J Creighton-Jones
Cromer Golf Club
Cronulla Sharks Rugby League
Football Club

cruises.com.au
Mr S and Mrs C Cudmore
Mr C and Mrs E Cuthell
Cutting Edge Tailoring &
Alterations, Wahroonga
Mr T and Mrs R Dagg
Danes Speciality Coffee,
Wahroonga
Mr X Deng and Mrs W Lau
Mr Y Deng and Mrs R Li
Mr D and Mrs N Dhruv
Mr P and Mrs N Dillon
dining abode, Sydney
District 3, Hornsby
Mr J Doran
Mr P Doran and Mrs S RobertsonDoran
Mr W Drayton
Mr A D'Silva and Ms K Au-Yeung
Mr and Mrs R A Duggan
EcoTreasures, Sydney
Mr G and Mrs K Elgie
Mr D and Mrs R Elix
Mr B and Mrs A Elliott
endota spa, Turramurra
Epping Club
Mr C and Mrs C Evans
Ms J Everett
Fairfax Media
Mrs M Faith
Mr W Fang and Mrs L Xi
Mr D and Mrs S Farram
Featherdale Wildlife Park, Sydney
Mr A and Mrs N Fenech
Dr R Ferrier and Mrs S Le Dan
Ferrier
Mr D Fisher and Mrs U OkerekeFisher
Mr L and Mrs T Fleischner
Flip Out, Castle Hill
Flower Infusion, Wahroonga
Mr P and Mrs G Fontanot
Mrs E Forsyth
Mr G and Mrs B Fox
FOX SPORTS
Mr J and Mrs G Gabonian
Mrs N Gains
Mr D Gale and Ms Belova
Mr B and Mrs M Gardiner
Mr C and Mrs L Garvin
Mr G and Mrs M Gee
George Severino; Altomonte
Family, Artarmon and Pennant Hills
Mrs J Giblin
GPK, Chatswood
Dr E and Mrs T Graham

Dr D and Mrs H Graham
Mr P and Mrs C Graycon
Dr S and Mrs C Green
Dr B and Dr A Grieve
Miss P Griffin
Grosgrain Homewares, Wahroonga
Mr Z Gu and Ms Y Lei
Dr B and Mrs K Gunalingam
Gunners Barracks, Mosman
Mrs A Halcomb
Mr G Han and Mrs J Fan
Mr D and Mrs A Hansen
Dr S and Mrs H Harlamb
Mr M and Mrs E Harris
Mr G and Mrs C Healy
Mrs J Heming
Mrs E Henderson
Ms S Henley
Mrs J Henzell
Mr S and Mrs A Hetherington
Mrs J Himmelhoch
Mr G and Mrs T Hing
Mr C Ho and Mrs M Ho-Choi
Mr D and Mrs S Hofman
Hooked on Wahroonga
Mr D Hornery and Ms B Matthews
Dr D and Mrs J Hoyer
Dr J and Mrs C Hu
Mr S Hu and Ms V Chen
Mr J Hua and Mrs Q Chen
Mr A Huang and Ms N Cheong
Mr B and Mrs J Hudson
Dr T and Mrs S Hughes
Dr I and Mrs S Hussain
Mr H and Mrs J Hutchison
Mr R and Mrs S Jackson
Dr J and Mrs J Jagger
Mrs R Joslin OAM
Mrs M Jovanovic
Mr L Kang
Karoo & Co, Wahroonga
Mr M and Mrs S Khan
Dr S Khandelwal and Dr J Arora
Killara Golf Club
Mr Y Kim and Mrs J Hwang
Mr J and Mrs C Kindl
Mr R and Mrs J King
Kipling's Garage Bar, Turramurra
Mr J and Mrs M Klockmann
Mr M and Mrs J Laithwaite
Mr J and Mrs A Lake
Dr S Lal and Dr A Skarschewski
Dr D and Mrs N Lam
Mr T Lam and Dr T Diec
Ms J Lampe
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Mr S Leary and Dr J Morris
Mr A Lee and Mrs X Chen
Dr J Lee and Mrs R Shin
Dr D Leeder
Mr R and Mrs A Lee
Mr R and Mrs J Leung
Mr C and Mrs S Ley
Mr P and Mrs H Li
Mr Y Li and Mrs M Chi
Mr F Li and Mrs S Jiang
Mr X Li and Ms Zheng
Mr Z Lin and Ms Y Li
Dr D and Mrs K Littlejohn
Dr R and Mrs M Liu
Dr D and Dr J Liu
Mr S and Mrs S Lloyd-Hurwitz
Mr S Lo and Ms C Liu
Mrs J Lockhart
Dr Y Loh and Ms P Tay
Lone Pine Homestead, Mudgee
Mrs N Low
Mr X Lu and Mrs D Zhang
Mr M and Mrs L Luger
Dr A and Mrs S Luk
Luna Park, Sydney
Mr V Luong and Mrs U Le
Mr B and Mrs S Luu
Mr H and Mrs H Lynn
Dr J Ma and Ms J Deng
Mr I Macfarlane
Mr A Macfarlane
Ms A Macfarlane
Macquarie Ice Rink, North Ryde
Mr I and Mrs S Maheswaran
Mr S and Mrs A Mak
Ms S Mannix
Mr B Marinas and Ms C Hansen
Masters, Rouse Hill
Mr S and Mrs D Maxwell
Mr S and Mrs N McCarroll
Miss K McCredie AM
Dr N McCulla and Mrs J Coffey
McCulla
Mrs P McCullagh
McFarlands Gourmet Meats,
Wahroonga
William McIlrath Foundation
Mr A and Mrs K McInerney
Mr J and Mrs T McKeown
Mr G and Mrs C McLennan
Mr T and Mrs J Meares
Mr R and Mrs N Mendes
Merivale, Sydney
Microsoft
Rev I and Mrs M Millican
Mrs M Mitchell
Ms S Mitchell
Mrs S Moore
Dr R Morsingh and Ms H Milleg
Ms A Murphy
Mr J and Mrs C Mylordis

Mr S and Mrs M Naganayagam
Mr L Nash and Dr S Lakis
Dr D and Mrs B Nevell
Mr N and Mrs Q Nguyen
Nicholas Wilson Photography,
Sydney
Mr P and Mrs E Nicholson
Mrs H Nicholson
Mr M Nishimura and Ms E Chiu
Novella Fine Books, Cards & Gifts,
Wahroonga
Mr S and Mrs C Nutting
Dr S and Mrs J O'Callaghan
Mr N Orme and Mrs R VignatiOrme
Mr J Pan and Mrs H Han
Dr A Parasyn and Ms D Rowland
Dr M and Dr C Parr
Pastadelli, Wahroonga
Pennant Hills Golf Club
Ms J Phillips
Dr V Phung and Mrs S Chu
Dr S Pich and Ms K Tham
Mrs L Pitt
Pizza Cutters, Wahroonga
Dr W and Mrs J Poole
Mr S Poon and Mrs E Tang
Portico Restaurant - Greengate
Hotel, Killara
Mr E and Mrs F Potter
Powerhouse Museum
Dr J Pretorius and Dr C Curtis
Mr Y Pui and Dr H Chin
Pymble Golf Club
QBE Insurance Australia
Mr M Qian and Ms H Gong
Mr J Qian and Ms A Wang
Queensland Alumni Reunion 2015
Rapa Japanese & Korean
Restaurant, Wahroonga
Mr A and Mrs P Rayner
RedBalloon
Reel on Redleaf, Wahroonga
Mr G and Mrs G Reid
Mr H Reyes Moreno and Mrs M
Reyes
Mrs R Richardson
Road less taken, Wahroonga
Mrs J Roberts
Mrs S Robertson
Mr M and Mrs E Robinson
Miss V Robison
Mr C and Mrs L Roden
Mrs J Rodgers
Roseville Cinemas
Mr R and Mrs L Ross
Miss C Ruddock
Mr R and Mrs D Sakker
Salt Pepper Nutmeg, Roseville
Mr D and Mrs Y Sault
Ms E Saunders
Mr I and Ms N Scanlon

Mr J and Mrs S Schroder
Miss L Schwartzkoff
Dr J and Mrs S Scott
Prof J Shaw
Mr W and Mrs M Shi
Mr J Simmons and Ms S Fitzgerald
The Hon Justice M and Mrs M
Slattery
Mr S Smith and Ms L Brezler
Mr H Song and Mrs H Zhao
Mr M Soo and Ms M Chow
Mr I and Mrs S St Vincent
Mrs B Stevenson
Mrs R Stevenson
Strike Bowling, Chatswood
Mrs J Strutt
Mr Y Sun and Mrs J Zhao
Mr B Sung and Ms C Loo
Mr A and Mrs K Svehla
Sydney Swans
Sydney Symphony Orchestra
Mr S Taing and Ms L Thai
Mr S and Mrs G Tam
Mr I Tan and Mrs J Jiang
Mr F Tang and Ms A Xu
Mrs C Tanner
Taronga Conservation Society
Australia
Dr S and Mrs E Taylor
Mr A and Mrs L Taylor
Thai Pantry, Wahroonga
That Barber Shop in Wahroonga
The BBQ Cooking School,
Willoughby and Centennial Park
The Butcher's Block, Wahroonga
The Concourse, Chatswood
The Cook's Garden, Turramurra
The Dinner Ladies, Sydney
The Edge Rockclimbing Centre,
Castle Hill
The Laneway Espresso,
Wahroonga
The Station Café, Wahroonga
Mr and Mrs M C Thompson
Dr M L Tindal
Dr M and Mrs J Tjeuw
Dr M and Dr A To
Tongue Teasers Gourmet
Delicatessan, Wahroonga
Tooth Wisdom, Wahroonga
Mr V Tran and Mrs J Vi
TreeTops Adventure Park, Sydney
Mr K and Mrs A Tsai
Mr and Mrs Tung
Turramurra Veterinary Hospital
2 Stews and a Cocktaoo, Gordon
"Lord Howe Island Hideaway
Cottage", Valerie Turk
Cutting Edge Alterations,
Wahroonga
Dr P and Dr S Verheul
Mr T and Mrs N Veverka

Ms Y Vignando
VOMO Resort, Fiji
Wagga Wagga Teachers' College
Alumni Association
Wahroonga Village Pharmacy
Mr R Walke
Dr B and Mrs R Walker
Mr H Wang and Ms M Liu
Mr Y Wang and Mrs X Qian
Mr Y Wang and Ms X Shi
Mr R Wang and Mrs J Shi
Mr H Wang and Ms L Zhou
Mr P and Mrs M Weal
Dr B Wedgwood-Oppenheim and
Dr D Bennett
Mr J and Mrs J West
Westfield Hornsby
Mrs D Wheeler
Mr P and Mrs M Whelan
Mrs P White OAM
Mr A and Mrs C Whitehead
Mrs J Wilcox
Mrs A Wilcox
Mrs S Wild
Mrs W Wilkinson
Dr J and Mrs K Wilkinson
Mr A and Mrs K Williams
Mr S and Mrs M Williams
Mr C and Mrs A Williamson
Dr S and Mrs A Wong
Mr A and Mrs M Wong
Dr P Wong and Dr E Chow
Mr G Wong and Ms S Chu
Mr C Wong and Mrs P Pontoh
Mr G and Mrs J Woods
Mrs M Woodward
Mr X Wu and Dr S Feng
Wye & James Travel Associates,
Turramurra
Dr R Wyndham and Dr N Gilroy
Mr H and Mrs Y Xu
Mrs R Yabsley
Mr Y Yan and Ms T Jin
Mr K Yan and Mrs B Yip
Dr A Yap and Dr M Tjeuw
Mr K Yeap and Ms A Koo
Year 12 parents 2014
Mr B Yeldham
Mr E Yeung and Ms H Wong
Mr P and Mrs H Young
Mr D Yuan and Ms L Mao
Mr Q Zeng and Ms H Yan
Mr Y Zhang and Ms C Ye
Mr D Zheng and Mrs Y Wu
Mr J Zubrickas and Mrs J Moldovan

Warm thanks to the many generous
members of our community, too many to
list, who supported the 2015 Sports Lunch.
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Junior School &
Early Learning Centre
22 Woonona Avenue
Wahroonga NSW 2076
Telephone 02 9473 7700
Senior School
1666 Pacific Highway
(Cnr Ada Avenue)
Wahroonga NSW 2076
Telephone 02 9473 7777
www.abbotsleigh.nsw.edu.au
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